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Editorial
The feature topic selected for this issue of the Tax Policy
Journal is Superannuation. The aim of the papers presented
is to enhance the understanding of the need for the
implementation of a better, fairer and effective compulsory
long term national superannuation policy.
For individuals, superannuation is basically a longterm investment strategy providing economic security
in retirement. From a government policy perspective,
superannuation should be an effective policy strategy
enabling Australians to provide for their retirement and
minimise the long term budgetary demands for welfare
payments.
The track record and history in the area of superannuation is
littered with complexities and lacking in fairness, including:
• decades of little regulation before it was made
compulsory, followed by three decades of continuous
change creating significant levels of complexity and
regulatory compliance;
• providing overgenerous and unsustainable defined
benefits for some members;
• resistance to the funding levels of compulsory
superannuation contributions;
• introduction of taxation of superannuation funds whilst
the level of funding members’ entitlements was less than
the projected long-term retirement needs;
• introducing generous incentives and benefits that only
a limited percentage of the population could avail
themselves of;
• compounding inequities and complexities with
grandfathering provisions.
What seems to be lacking in current discussions and debate is
a willingness to explain and persuade our nation of the need
to embrace a viable long-term compulsory superannuation
strategy for Australia that is fair and reasonable. For the
future, the implementation of such a strategy that is equitable
and sustainable will need to:
• carry a simple message to the public that the primary
policy purpose of the compulsory superannuation policy
is a savings mechanism for members’ retirement with
mandated rules by government; and
• explain that some of us will need to accept changes
having adverse consequences for us personally.
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Examples of changes that may contribute to achieving an
equitable and sustainable national superannuation policy
objective are set out below:
• ensuring that the level of contributions for members and
projected earnings meet the long-term policy target for
benefits;
• align the retirement age for the receipt of superannuation
entitlements and other retirement benefits
• tax all deductible contributions, income and gains at
15%;
• limit the lump sum withdrawal by a member from
superannuation funds, on a tax free basis, to $250,000
with a reasonable indexation uplift formulae for the
future;
• all superannuation pension payments assessable to
members, grossed up for a 15% refundable tax credit;
• eliminate all grandfathering provisions;
• eliminate exemptions from compulsory superannuation
contributions;
• safeguard members’ superannuation entitlements.

Australia’s Superannuation
on a Bigger Map
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Dr Mike Gilligan1 and Dr Stuart Craig2 , Risk Research International
During the war with Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington received a report from
a Lieutenant who said: ‘Sir, Napoleon’s forces are advancing; the battle is lost’.
He called him aside and said:’ Get a bigger map, and you will see that we have
won the battle.’3

Introduction
For most of the past century the
Australian retirement income system
consisted only of the taxpayer funded
and means tested ‘Age Pension’. This
aimed to alleviate poverty amongst the
elderly by providing sufficient income
for a frugal standard of living. Until
now most elderly Australians have
depended on the age pension for their
income.
But in the early 1990s this simple
system was transformed into the
current ‘three pillars’ structure: the age
pension, compulsory personal saving
under the Superannuation Guarantee
(SG), and voluntary personal saving
into superannuation ( henceforth
‘super’). Concessional tax rates of
15% increase the rate of saving. These
monies are held by a myriad of super
funds. This expanded system has
been portrayed by its proponents
as eventually raising the retirement
incomes of most Australians to (much)
more than the age pension, delivering a
comfortable lifestyle in later years.
Today’s retirement system is widely
regarded within the super industry as
superior. It was ranked highly in terms
of ‘best in the world’ against adequacy,
sustainability, and integrity under
the Global Pension Index devised by
actuaries. The Association of Super
Funds of Australia (ASFA) describes
it as ‘world class’4. Within this context
of self-admiration, pleadings and
intermittent reviews have focused on
upping the compulsory revenue from
workers and, latterly, on the costs
inflicted on Australians by a sprawling
body of funds.

We consider this positive assessment
to be wrong. It amounts to the narrow
viewpoint of the Lieutenant assessing
Napoleon’s onslaught. It largely ignores
strategic issues of costs, effectiveness
and efficiency, and therefore
alternatives which are apparent only
in stepping back from topical debate ie
using the ‘bigger map’. Our assessment
is that the ‘three pillars’ structure
is now more a retirement albatross
around the necks of Australian workers
and taxpayers than a ‘world class’
system. And that vast improvement is
not only possible but is straightforward.
To explain how the nation finds itself
in this situation we have had to look at
the history of super more deeply than
most.

The ‘Bigger Map’ Part 1:
Compulsory Saving under the
Superannuation Guarantee
Analysis below of the costs and
benefits of the core of our super system
– compulsory saving under the SG –
shows its weaknesses and better ways
to boost the retirement incomes of the
half of workers on lower incomes.

Costs of the Superannuation
Guarantee
The personal cost to workers of
the compulsory SG is very high: a
reduction in take-home pay of almost
10% for their entire working life. This
means a large decrease in consumption
opportunities during the prime of life
when youth, then family and home
consumption demands are high. And
this 10% is even more significant for

workers on lower incomes: for them
most take-home pay is consumed by
essential living expenditures, so the
SG cuts deeply into discretionary
spending.
There is also a high revenue cost to
Government. The concessional 15%
tax rate on SG and salary sacrifice
contributions will cost the Federal
Budget $17 billion in foregone revenue
next financial year.

Gains from the
Superannuation Guarantee
A sensible retirement policy should
primarily improve retirement incomes
for lower income workers over that
provided by the age pension. So a
critical question is how much will
such workers gain from paying the SG
throughout their working life?
To answer this we define “lower income
workers” as the 50% of workers that
earn less than the median income. We
then use Treasury modeling to estimate
net retirement income for a worker
on this median income5. Treasury
calculates this income by combining
the age pension with a lifetime annuity
purchased at retirement with super
savings. In order to assess the full
benefits of the “mature” SG we use the
Treasury modeling for workers paying
the SG for their entire working life. SG
savings will be less than this until after
around 2035.
For median workers the Treasury
model estimates their retirement
income from the age pension plus SG
annuity will be 68% of take-home pay.
Currently the median worker earns
$58k and this falls after tax to $47k
in take-home pay. So in 2016 dollars
this 68% translates to a retirement
income of $32k consisting partly of
the age pension and partly of the SG
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016
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annuity. The full single pension is $22k.
Thus the effect of the SG is to increase
retirement income by $10k above the
age pension that the median worker
would get without the SG.
This is a substantial gain. But it is the
median gain. Most of the lower income
workers would gain less than this
$10k – many much less. And that gain
is highly uncertain, as the end savings
from the SG depend upon stochastic
investment returns over decades.

Weighing Costs versus Gains
for the Superannuation
Guarantee
So, for the lower income half of the
workforce – which should be the
primary target of retirement policy how do we compare the certain large
cost to take-home pay over decades
with this uncertain modest gain in
retirement income over decades6?
There is no clean analytical way of
answering this question7 and plainly
no clear evidence that the gains from
the SG outweigh its high cost to most
workers.
On this account alone we believe that
the current compulsion is untenable.
The benefits cannot be demonstrated
other than by subjectively weighing
risk across different revenue streams
over time. People have different risk
predilections. Therefore, workers
should be permitted to evaluate the
costs and benefits personally before
deciding to forego significant income.
This would be the case even if the SG
rose to 12% or 15%; the underlying
conundrum is inescapable.
The SG core of our superannuation
system is far from “world class”, or even
good. And to demonstrate this further
we show a way to improve retirement
outcomes for lower income workers
without the high cost of the SG.
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What is Possible without
the SG?
To demonstrate how retirement
outcomes can be improved without the
SG we assess a retirement policy option
which:
1. Ends SG and the concessional tax
on contributions, and
2. Uses the increase in income
tax revenue to fund higher age
pensions.
That policy could deliver right now:
• A permanent increase in takehome pay of 10% for most workers.
• A permanent boost to the age
pension of 35%.
• Better and certain future
retirement incomes for lower
income workers8.
• A big income boost for existing
retirees on the age pension.
This comes at no cost to the Federal
Budget.
So the opportunity cost of the core of
the nation’s super system is high. And
this high cost is paid over a lifetime,
both before and after retirement.
Obviously, retirement policy is sadly
deficient for those most needing it. If
you are wondering how a government
in 1991 convinced itself that it was
in the interests of most working
Australians to compulsorily divert their
income to obtain a doubtful prospect
for old age, we will get to that.
This is far from ‘world class’ retirement
policy, even assuming that the current
SG system works efficiently, which we
will find is also sadly ill-founded.

The ‘Bigger Map’ Part 2:
Super, Waste and
Myriad Funds
If the policy parameters of the
Second Pillar are suspect what of
its innards? What of the operations,
voluntary contributions and the vast
investments now held across a myriad
of super funds? We find that cost
minimization appears not to have
had any role in choosing the modus
operandi for implementing super.
The takeout in super fees has been
extraordinary. Individuals’ need for
some predictability in their retirement
has been ignored. Why? It has been
necessary to examine the roots of super,
to discover that super is a device which
is much more political than rational.
Large costs and low efficiency have
resulted from political forces.

Empty Genesis of the
Myriad-Fund Model
At the heart of Australia’s super
industry is the fund. The Australian
Prudential Regulatory Authority
(APRA) publishes statistics on more
than two hundred and thirty funds
– what it calls the major super funds.
A fund takes money on behalf of
individuals known as ‘members’. Each
fund is owned by different bodies,
usually connected to a major bank,
trade union or union collective,
employer group, or corporation.
The analysis which follows has been
confined to this panoply of funds
because some systematic longitudinal
data is publicly available (from APRA),
and they hold most of the money.
According to APRA these major funds
had 28.3 million members in 2014.
A further useful distinction is that
most of the APRA funds are either
industry funds or retail funds. The
former generally are half-owned by
unions. The retail funds are overtly
profit-oriented, housed within a big
bank or other financial enterprise. In
neither case do members own the fund,
or have control over it, or any say about
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its management. Each fund has its own
board of trustees, and in-house staff,
working within whatever distinctive
influences the fund’s owners might
bestow. This operational structure of
hundreds of industry and retail funds,
which account for most Australians in
super, will be termed the myriad-fund
model9.
Today’s fund emulates an earlier
form of super which was available to
a minority of Australians (salaried
employees, government, universities,
military, airlines, banks etc). These
earlier funds were designed to
safeguard the interests of employers
in particular because employers bore
the risk of delivering a predetermined
payout (defined benefit). That liability
no longer exists for employers.
Moreover, the owners of present day
funds bear no financial risk10. It is the
members who suffer directly from
fund inefficiency, and ultimately the
taxpayer. Neither the member nor the
taxpayer is represented directly in the
myriad-fund model.
Defined benefit funds had their own
peculiarities, dictated mostly by
workforce management. But today’s
funds have little of that role e.g.
attracting and retaining staff. Jobseekers today don’t rate an employer
according to a super fund. The
arguments for steering Australians’
savings into this transplanted fund
structure reduce to assertion that
trustee board members will protect the
interests of all members11. The more
one digs the more contradiction and
doubt emerges on that issue.
A serious question arises. Why was
this myriad-funds model , advocated
by the unions and supported by the
government, chosen as the model for
a compulsory universal retirement
system, without public consultation,
when other systems able to focus risk
where it is borne, at much less cost,
were available? That the entire subject,
never mind the model selected, was
fraught with hazard for taxpayers and
individuals would have been clear

from the experience of the Hancock
Committee, tabled in 197612. No
answer can be found in the publicly
available records of the Treasury, or
elsewhere13. Australia’s extraordinary
myriad-funds system appears to have
emerged without examination of
options.

Political Realities Preceding
The myriad-fund model materialised
out of industrial negotiations during
the 1980s14. It is well documented that
the trade union movement had been
pursuing improved retirement for its
members. That became important
in the Hawke government’s wages
and prices Accord. The notion of
myriad- funds was given oxygen in the
1985 National Wage Case, when the
Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU), as part of its National Wage
Case claim to the Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission, sought
a 3 per cent super contribution by
employers to be paid into an industry
fund. That was supported by the
government and approved by the
Commission.
But the Government's 1989 policy
statement, ‘Better Incomes: Retirement
Income Policy into the Next Century’15
said nothing about compulsion – it
was based on twin pillars of the age
pension and private super, specifically
rejecting the option of a National
Superannuation Scheme. The super
policy centred upon encouraging
voluntary super savings:
People in employment cannot be
expected to save for retirement unless
there are adequate incentives to
make it worthwhile…. It is just as
important, however, that income in
retirement is not taxed so heavily
as to discourage self provision by
those now in employment and those
already retired.
Mention was made of the industrial
award- based super as another avenue
which would evolve over time as
economic conditions permitted:

The 3 per cent employer
contributions by themselves
will not provide an adequate
retirement income. The Federal
Government supports the principle
of the extension of award based
superannuation in the context
of future wages policy because it
increases retirement savings and
extends the benefits of super to
ordinary workers.
The timetable shown for this twin
pillars policy went out to 1995 without
any sign of increasing employer
contributions in the awards, much less
universal compulsion. Essentially, the
Government would underwrite the
retirement system only to the extent of
the publicly funded age pension and
tax concessions on fund earnings. No
rationale for operating through myriad
funds is to be found, apart from the
acknowledging that award super
happens to exist.

Keating’s Compulsion
Paul Keating says16 he
made a pledge to Bill Kelty and the
ACTU .. that I would legislate for
compulsory superannuation after
the Industrial Relations Commission
had knocked back the second 3 per
cent superannuation deal, and that I
would take the superannuation to 12
per cent compulsorily .
How Keating made good on that
promise, despite the government’s
recently proclaimed policy, has been
spelt out by the man himself17, citing
a speech he made as a backbencher
in mid-1991 ( during the tussle for
Hawke’s Prime Ministership) which
remains the key speech in the
forward design of the Australian
superannuation system. Before
that time, owing to the piecemeal
negotiated nature of award
superannuation, it was not possible
to pull all the threads together.. the
proposed jump to a fully mandated
universal scheme made such a speech
conceivable.
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016
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A Commercial Dimension?

Keating is quite open that his ‘jump’
from the twin pillars policy to
compulsory national super, which
he pursued from the backbench, was
caught up in the political struggle for
leadership18:
As it turned out, the speech was
widely reported, sharply lifting
the bar on Bob Hawke and the
government during the budget
process. Hawke could feel his grip
on the Prime Ministership getting a
good shake and he did not want the
ACTU battalions siding with me.
Thus it came about in 1991, the Hawke
government announced that a new
system known as the Superannuation
Guarantee (SG), would require
employers to make contributions to
funds on behalf of their employees.
Another pillar, with ramifications
of enormous complexity, had been
inserted between the existing two.
Its imposition occurred once the
government ‘registered the fierceness of
the ACTU’s warnings’.

This new retirement scheme was
presented as benefitting working
Australians. But valid questions arise.
Were others already alert to another
potential? Through the new second
pillar? Several unions had experienced
the workings of funds, obtaining
practical insight into the profitabilty of
financial services19. Could it be that the
prospect of financial services offering
an income avenue for unions was a
factor in the myriad-funds approach?
Indeed, was that the extent of any
appraisal of operational options for the
nation’s new super system20.
The unions were beset with existential
worry during the formative period of
super. Bill Kelty21, a key union figure
negotiating the Accord, later reflected
in 2012:
I want to say a few things about
the future. I don’t think it would
be appropriate to get up and talk
about the role of unions without
recognising that there has been a
decline. It would be a silly thing for
me to do, to ignore the decline in
unionism in relative terms……..
But we sat there in 1986 and we said

unless you can change and get into
growth areas, then we are going to
decline. And we got it more or less
right, more or less right.
Decline in union membership did
keep on, for the next three decades.
And change the unions did; not just
getting into a growth area but creating
one. Accompanying falling union
membership emerged an extraordinary
ascendancy of membership in industry
super funds.
The nonsense of the myriad-fund
model soon surfaced - as industry
funds were created, put into operation,
then removed, and absorbed in a
consolidation initiated by industry
funds themselves. Australian Tax
Office (ATO) data show that by 1996
the number of industry funds, most
freshly minted, had reached 430. The
ATO registered 70 million accounts in
industry funds in 2000 – more than ten
times the working population. It took
more than a decade for a regulator to
provide an estimate of industry fund
accounts/members – APRA reported22
more than 7 million accounts, about
the same as the work force.
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Australia’s Superannuation on a Bigger Map
This chart shows the chaotic
administration after SG was
introduced, and decline in union
membership to relative obscurity.
From 1992 to 2011, the proportion of
those who were trade union members
in their main job fell from 43% to 18%
for males, and 35% to 18% for females.
If unions were financially struggling
in 1986, why are they not parlously
poor now? Publicly, they have never
appeared more prosperous.
Viewed strategically, the union
movement does not add up. It’s as if
substantial income unrelated to union
membership has become available.
Of course, the union movement has
a track record in commerce. As a
unionist, Bob Hawke felt that ‘money
is the sinew of power’ and promoted
commercial ventures in the 1970s.
Blanche D’Alpuget in her 1980
biography of Hawke23 writes:
By the time Hawke was preparing
to leave the ACTU it was cash flow
from ACTU- Jetset and ACTU-Solo
that was keeping the ACTU afloat.
These ACTU enterprises failed
subsequently. There were other
business forays. But by 1986, according
to Kelty, this was not enough. Yet
in 2006, the ACTU was no longer
impecunious, spending $30 million on
a public political campaign.24
Australia’s super could have delivered a
desperately needed commercial lifeline
to the unions. This conclusion is
stiffened by the view of then Minister
for Finance, Peter Walsh, who took
issue with universal super25:
Consistent with the policy of putting
the interests of those with jobs ahead
of those without jobs, the ACTU was
in favour of compulsory employerfunded super. It will certainly provide
better retirement incomes for those
who have and keep jobs – especially
highly paid jobs. But for those not in
that fortunate category it will:
(a) diminish their chance of getting
a job, and

(b) be a cost-ineffective investment
because a very large proportion
of the (smaller) contributions will
be gobbled up by administrative
expenses

It is not clear that, apart from
grumblings of a Finance Minister
(hardly a rare and arresting event), a
proper shot was ever fired on behalf of
taxpayers and individuals.

These are a dead weight social
loss, but are a pot of gold for those,
including unions, who can get into
super fund management.

Does it matter whether unions saw
another dimension in super, enabling
their financial decline to be reversed?
The purpose of touching upon the
political genesis, and uncovering
apparent failure to address the public
interest in implementation, is to show
how frail the foundations of Australia’s
super are - thereby recasting debate
towards a bigger map which opens
up hitherto unrecognised routes to
efficiency. The incessant calls for
change to super since its inception thus
are seen to be sadly suboptimal, as the
myriad-fund model is risibly inferior
to practical, simpler models.

The pot of gold was tapped promptly
by an array of service providers,
some patronised almost exclusively
by industry super funds26. The
fund model sanctioned by Hawke/
Keating governments bestowed upon
unions the effective control of trustee
boards and thereby a strong say in
selection of service providers (eg
in administration, asset consulting,
custody, funds management). Service
entities were set up from the earliest
days, owned by various industry funds
jointly, which appear to have enjoyed
unchallengeable access to industry
funds’ patronage. They, in turn
patronise yet more services. Anywhere
within these opaque, layered services
lie opportunities for revenue to be
directed to private destinations,
legitimately but without transparency
or evidence of value-for-money27.
As forecast by Peter Walsh, funds’
expenses have dragged down
Australians’ savings, while enrichment
vistas blossomed for others. None
of this is to imply any intent to
exploit Australians through super. It
is conceivable that all involved saw
the myriad fund approach as valid,
because that’s all they knew. And
the unions recognised a welcome
business opportunity as a side-benefit
of their better retirement agenda. It
was not beholden upon the unions
to assess cost-benefit of structural
options for the nation’s universal
super experiment. Nor was it up to
the Conciliation and Arbitration
commission. Treasury as the forefront
economic policy department typically
has that role.28

Funds Multiply by Choice
The political opposition at the time
claimed that an unspoken dimension
existed in the Accord. ASFA researcher
Ross Clare observed29:
The then Opposition also was
not entirely enthused by the
superannuation developments, partly
because this is what Oppositions
do, and partly because of more
fundamental concerns with the
arrangements. For instance, John
Howard claimed at that time that the
superannuation deal was a disguised
pay rise and nothing more, and that
the real goal of the exercise was a
massive transfer of economic power
in the community to the trade union
movement30. Alexander Downer
stated that the superannuation deal
was ‘one of the most underrated
threats to the future stability of the
Australian economy, and indeed to
the capitalist system’ (Hansard, H of
R, Vol 145 1985:3571).
But that indignation soon vapourised,
turning into embrace. The Howard
government decided that the nation
needed even more super funds, of
the retail variety30. The traditional
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016
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occupiers of the high-ground of the
nation’s financial commerce eventually
realised the profit potential of super.
And that they were hindered in its
pursuit, because the myriad-fund
model had limits on which funds could
take the SG, and on mobility between
funds. In 1995 Shadow Treasurer Peter
Costello called for employee choice of
funds31.
In 1997 the Wallis Financial System
Inquiry, established by Treasurer
Costello, advocated super choice. In
submissions and evidence to the 1998
Senate Select Committee inquiry into
choice, the main supporters were the
Australian Bankers’ Association, the
Investment and Financial Services
Association, and firms such as the
Commonwealth Bank etc. But it was
not until 2004 that legislation was
passed which allowed portability
of money between accounts and
employee choice of fund.32
By then, corporate rearrangements
had become feverish. Big banks were
in catch-up mode. They acquired
asset managers and distribution
channels (eg financial advisers), at
astonishing premia. These acquisitions
were then fused around ‘wraps’ and
‘platforms’ amidst a frenzy of product
development. This huge capital
investment created another super
funds edifice, hastily again.

years later another inquiry would find
this to be false.
The Costello legacy on retirement
has been mixed. Beyond the boost to
inefficiency, product purveyors and
financial advice arms were found
engaging in execrable behaviour. This
is unlikely ever to reach a nadir, just
acquire some subtlety. Agency risk is
overt through the retail sector – the
mindset has to pursue profit, and has
displayed poor sense of boundary. No
need to postulate a parallel agenda
here.

Distribution of Costs
The myriad funds offer a familiar
working medium for a duopoly
of industry and retail funds, for
impenetrable financial flows, corporate
marketing, well-resourced lobby
groups, and costly regulators.
Each fund has a board, staff to manage
financial flows and investments,
members and marketing, service
providers (investment managers,
consultants of many persuasions)
and digital systems. The mix differs,
and some common systems exist.
Rainmaker34 says revenue is around
$30 bn (including SMSF).

The government’s rationale was that
more funds would lead to increased
competition and lower fees33. Five

Net revenue of Superannuation Industry ($ billions)
Industry

Retail

SMSF

Total

Trustee Offices & Admin

2.6

5

2.6

10.2

Investment Managers

4.4

2.7

0.6

7.7

0

3.9

0.2

4.1

Group Insurers

3.4

3.7

7.1

Asset Consultants

0.3

0.2

0.5

Custodians

0.4

0.2

0.5

Total

11

15.6

Advisers
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The duopolists have differences of
opinion. Accusations of excessive
profit-seeking and related-party
conflicts have been exchanged. Public
campaigns by unions misrepresent the
industry funds as member-owned35.
However, both sides will coalesce to
warn governments against ‘tinkering’
to assist budgetary reform. Each has
representative bodies which prosper
around these affinities and differences,
well-resourced and proactive.36 These
are the front line defences of the
myriad-funds machine.

Implacable Cost Growth
The growth in value of assets held by
funds is constantly remarked upon,
reaching more than two trillion dollars
now. Operating expenses have grown
also, largely under the public radar,
without heed to scale.

Australia’s Superannuation on a Bigger Map
APRA Fund's Operating Expenses ($ millions)
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APRA has estimated that operating
expenses for its funds totalled $12.6
bn in 2015. The upward trend has long
been evident, and long unacted upon.
A review of ‘Australia’s Future Tax
System’37 (Henry review) of the Rudd
government, expressed satisfaction
with the structure of the retirement
system. It showed no awareness of
this cost drag, while ‘enhancements’
were recommended. Another review
of the super system itself38 (Cooper),
was requested to assess efficiency39.
While prescribing intervention on
the financial product side, Cooper
appeared oblivious to systemic waste in
the myriad funds structure. As a result,
the government announced reforms in
2010, accepting that:
Fees in superannuation are too high;
Choice of fund …has failed to deliver
a ‘competitive market’
The response to failure of competition
was to impose a fix called Mysuper, a
low-cost default investment applied to
the 80% of employees deemed to be
disengaged with their fund. However,
the systemic excesses remained
unchallenged.
In 2013, government set up an ‘Inquiry
into the Financial System’40 known

as the Murray inquiry. It reported a
year later. The findings were accepted.
Missing, once again, was any look at
the delivery of super – yet another suboptimal response preserving the waste
of myriad-funds.
Review after review has used the same
little map.

Letting Australians Choose
Given this arrant inefficiency of super,
the question of why citizens should
be compelled to pay into it comes to
the fore, again. Regardless of political
philosophy, strong reasons should
pertain for a government to intervene
in freedom to spend one’s hard-earned.
Many reasons have been advanced, all
of which are shaky now.
The government pointed to high
inflation and unemployment in
the 1980’s to justify pay rises being
deferred into a super fund. Regardless
of the merits then, this view no longer
has weight. Indeed, the opposite seems
apposite – inflation is under control,
verging on deflation now, while pay
rises elude many. To the extent that
the inflation argument was relevant in
1991, the reverse applies now.

It was said also, from many sources,
that demographic change requires
downward pressure to be put on age
pension eligibility. That is, an ageing
population will make the age pension
unaffordable for future governments,
unless something is done. But that
issue was specifically addressed and
rejected in the Government’s 1989
retirement policy statement, not long
prior to compulsion being imposed:
Although the ageing of the
population will be most rapid after
about 2011, there is a clear need for
recognition now by everyone of the
added demands that this change
will bring to bear. Taxation revenue
will be sufficient to support those
in the community – including the
aged- needing assistance. However,
it will not be sufficient on its own
to provide substantially higher
retirement incomes. That will require
efforts by those now in the workforcethose now in their 30s and 40s – to
increase their savings for retirement
years.
Analysis published in 2005 using
modelling from Treasury41 showed
that, on average, the effect of
compulsory SG on future age pension
outlays is expected to be transient and
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marginal, and would be influenced
most by work factors eg early or later
retirement.
That result was confirmed by more
modelling42 revealing that shifting
eligibility for the age pension out to 67
years has by far the greatest influence
on age pension outlays (much greater,
for example, than increasing SG
to 15%). That age reform is now
underway43. So, again, the original
reasoning for compulsion falls way.
Another reason put for compulsion
is that people would not participate
in super voluntarily. Maybe that
reluctance is for good reason. People
will sense a mixture of reasons not
to contribute to shabby offerings.
Principally they are confused about the
end-product44 ie what benefit to expect
and the risks in intuitive terms? The
basic product information is simply
missing.
Which brings us to the argument
that super provides national savings
important in a wider economic
context. That is debatable; but what
is not contestable is that super is
inefficient for that purpose.
And finally, it is said that because
compulsion is what other nations
do, so should we. That belief can be
found alongside self-congratulatory
enthusiasm about how special and
different our myriad-funds are.
Apart from this collapse of the original
claims for compulsion, a singular
reason exists why it was irresponsible
to oblige citizens to be part of super
in the first place. The government had
no concept of the risk in the deal it
was pushing at people (and taxpayers)
in 1991. In building the second pillar
upon financial markets while tying
that to the first pillar a significant risk
has been created that both pillars will
crumble. The risk run by individuals
and taxpayers was not assessed at the
outset. This ignorance persists to
this day.
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From what is publicly available
of Treasury’s thinking, it appears
Treasury itself became aware of this
systemic frailty and chose to avoid it.
Treasury’s own modelling of super
since compulsion45 demonstrates that
the significant risk was identified and
consciously set aside46.
So, compulsion arose out of weak
policymaking. Now, it is protected
by a well-funded, self-satisfied super
industry which finds it bothersome
to think about the stakeholder’s
perspectives. The super industry
has operated under commercial and
investment principles of the wealth
management industry without
curiosity about the uniqueness of
super47, The industry believes the
super product to be an investment
medium able to absorb individuals’
contributions at a fee. Individuals
believe the product to be a retirement
income which is embedded in long
term market risk about which they are
justifiably confused. The two products
have always been estranged48.
No reason exists now to maintain
compulsory super. New reasons
demand the reverse. Citizens should
be offended that their income and the
nation’s fiscal prospects have been so
ignorantly dealt with. It is not valid49 to
argue that it is in the public interest to
continue depriving Australians of their
income.
The benefits of income discretion are
obvious. Individuals take a significant
income boost (say 10%), which will
stimulate an economy finding it
difficult to deliver pay rises. Large
gains in tax revenue can be expected
(indicatively $20bn annually) for
national balance sheet repair50.
And the volatility of fiscal outcomes
will be reduced. Federal budget setting
has become increasingly risky as
revenue is exposed to markets of one
sort or another.
Philosophically, a voluntary approach
to super saving differs little from the

minority recommendation of K.J.
Hedley in the Hancock report of
1976 , advocating a non-contributory
flat rate universal pension, a means
tested supplement and greater
encouragement of voluntary savings
through super.
John Howard, as Malcolm Fraser’s
Treasurer, rejected the proposals of the
Hancock Commission51 to establish
a compulsory national super scheme
citing Hedley’s philosophy, in 1979:
the Government believes that the
freedom of choice individuals
currently enjoy in arranging their
own affairs should be retained.
Which was avoiding the wider
question, as Hedley also offered ways
of improving retirement voluntarily.
Howard’s attitude to the compulsory
myriad-fund model in subsequent
years went from indignation while
in opposition, to embrace as Prime
Minister.

Rationalising Retirement
Policy
Assuming that compulsion is abolished
there remains a large question mark
over super. The first step in fixing our
retirement system will be to remove
the obfuscation about whose money
is being paid as SG into the funds. As
the Henry review52 recommended six
years ago:
Employer superannuation
contributions should be treated
as income in the hands of the
individual, and taxed at marginal
personal income tax rates.
It is then for Government to allocate
additional revenue across its priorities.
Serious options open up. The obvious
one is to cease SG super as we know
it, and to improve retirement directly
from general revenue. For example,
the age pension could be increased.
As explained earlier, considering
only revenue gain from the income
tax concession, age pension could
be increased by about 35%53,
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providing a higher income reliably in
retirement for the sub-median income
worker than through super - starkly
demonstrating the opportunity cost
of that concession. Because the age
pension is not directly linked to
financial markets, retirement income
is bettered sustainably, where it is most
needed.
Many Australians will still want to
save voluntarily for their retirement.
Government could provide a
concessional market-based structure,
built for efficiency, resembling only
in the broadest terms the approach
inflicted upon Australians in 1992.
Whether the underpinning of age
pension is united with a new super is
a critical question, previously skated
over in the haste to deploy universal
super. Keating’s policy jeopardises the
sustainability of the age pension by
binding it to the market vulnerability
of super, thereby dooming overall
retirement policy to significant risk of
eventual failure. Risk-based analysis
will show that a voluntary super should
be separated from the age pension.

A New Super
In considering options for an efficient
super, a logical place to begin is with
a single operating agency. This is not
new. Retirement structures along these
lines already function well elsewhere.
Contributions would be collected
from individuals (not the employer),
ascribed to an individual’s account,
then processed according to the
scheme’s parameters (tax, exceptions
etc). No more confusion about account
numbers – each citizen would have
one account only (the TFN perhaps).
Benefits are paid by the agency as they
fall due, determined by factors similar
to now.
Immediately, efficiency steps up.
Replication of trustee boards, fund
administrations and investment
functions can be dispensed with.
Marketing costs are decimated.
Divisive lobby groups are redundant.

Investment services can be put to
competitive test with probity. Relatedparty dealing becomes controllable.
Civilised transparency exists.
Regulators can be downsized and focus
better.
Creating an agency similar to the
Future Fund, would suffice54. If that
approach were applied to the current
Second Pillar, contributors could
expect at least an extra $5 bn yearly in
their accounts55.
We have precedence to draw upon, to
show the efficiencies on offer. In 2014,
the Future Fund managed around $100
bn with reported cost of $0.37 bn56. The
largest super fund, AustralianSuper,
managed $65bn at cost of $0.47 bn57.
That is, the industry fund manages
much less money but costs much more.
Of course, Australian Super has a large
cost for administering its members,
as well as investment costs. That is the
point. In today’s super this overhead
is multiplied many times across the
myriad funds. With a single agency
the cost is incurred once (larger but
offering order-of-magnitude savings).
The same applies to the in-house
investment overhead in myriad funds.
The extent of that efficiency gain
depends on how the agency/fund is
fleshed out. Examples exist elsewhere
which offer valuable lessons. Sweden58
built a new system, commencing
in 1994, with attributes which are
familiar: ‘privately managed individual
financial accounts, where the individual
him/herself makes his/her own
investment decisions within a broad
spectrum of investment alternatives’.
What is not familiar is Sweden’s ‘focus
on designing a structure that minimizes
the overall costs of administration’.
This review is not the place to
design an efficient super system
for Australia. Many of Sweden’s
parameters are different. But its
underlying drive for efficiency at the
outset means that much experience
is available. An independent review

by the OECD in 2012 observed59
:Sweden’s occupational defined
contribution pension system is
lauded internationally for being a
very low-cost system, so there may be
areas where good practices from the
occupational pension system could
be shared.
Redesign of super like this will be a
serious project, taking time to reach
its potential. A single agency is only
one option. Another is to refine and
simplify our SMSF process, touched
upon later.

Aligning Responsibility
Adopting an efficient structure for
super is essential but not sufficient.
Corrosion of any model is inevitable
without clarity on responsibility, risks
and control. Governance of the current
system is flawed. The two parties with
most at stake, taxpayers and individual
savers, have no direct control.
The taxpayer is the ultimate guarantor
of Keating’s better retirement income,
because when investment
expectations fall short the taxpayer
picks up the shortfall, through
unplanned age pension payouts.
As well, the taxpayer sacrifices major
revenues along the way.
If government wishes to persist with
concessions to improve retirement,
then control of a new agency belongs
with the taxpayer and individuals
contributing- as is the case with
SMSFs.
Currently control resides with
tangential interests, at best. Employers
have no claim to be involved. Finance
houses are overtly conflicted. Unions
can be perceived as conflicted, and
they do not represent the great
majority of Australians. The unions’
claim that surveys show people are
agreeable to being represented by
unions is contestable, even if relevant.
An independent survey offering better
choices such as outlined here would
deliver a different result.
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A new agency would clean out the
practice of money being allocated
to investment managers with whom
linkage exists (and when it is not clear
that no linkage exists). Investment
managers operating in the system
would be selected through a bidding
process where the authority had the
role of optimizing purchaser, on the
basis that no connection exists, real or
ambiguous, between the authority and
the investment service providers.
Against this approach, it has been
argued that adequate measures are
in place to protect the taxpayer and
individual - legislatively through the
SIS Act and oversight by regulators
APRA and ASIC. The trail of misery
inflicted on savers, recently exposed by
Parliament rather than regulators, is
testament to the inadequacy there.
More recently, prominent industry
fund figures have admitted the
legislative structures have fallen
short. Ian Silk, Chief Executive,
AustralianSuper, proclaiming that the
industry needed a ‘man on the moon
moment’60, said:
Isn’t it enough for us to do what we
are required to do by our Boards, by
the regulators, by the Government.
No, it’s not. Not even close. We need
a grand ambition because that’s the
responsibility that was given to us
over 20 years ago. Parliament - and
by extension the people of Australia
– outsourced the operation of the
superannuation system to us.
Our industry needs to change. Not
because others expect or demand it
of us, but because we should expect
and demand it of ourselves. We can,
and should, be doing better.
The rub is that this long-time executive
is speaking about shortcomings which
are trifling relative to super’s congenital
flaw.
Industry funds have at last conceded
that its trustees fall short, announcing
a review of funds’ governance to be
conducted by Bernie Fraser61:
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Industry Super Australia (ISA)
and Australian Institute of
Superannuation Trustees (AIST)
have asked Bernie Fraser to
lead a Review of governance
arrangements in respect of not-forprofit superannuation funds, and to
propose a best practice Governance
Code for such funds.
These realisations have come only
under duress, decades after funds
first became infused with peoples’
compulsory savings.

Practical Transition for
New Super
It is likely that those wanting to save
voluntarily will be motivated, and so
embrace the challenges of long term
planning. Thus, a new voluntary super
system could be a simplification of the
existing self-managed regime. The low
cost SMSF available online now would
be a helpful start point. A reshaping of
SMSF could be made available within a
short time frame.
A separate agency along the lines of
Sweden, say, would take longer to bed
down, and probably be less efficient
than a new SMSF route. An assessment
of cost, benefits and practicalities of
operational options is obviously a
precursor. Because nothing is really
new here, moving to a new efficient
super is manageable. The savings for
individuals compared to myriad funds
should be upwards of $5bn yearly.
Australians will readily sum up their
options – a substantial and dependable
improvement in their retirement
prospects should they continue in a
new super, versus their other uses for
extra income (eg paying off the HECS
debt).
Assuming that tax concessions for the
new super can be pitched sweetly, the
benefits from reduced expenses for
savers are so apparent that much of the
hard work of transition from existing
funds will be done by the market.

There will be complexities, ranging
from systems development to illiquid
investments. But the benefits in
prospect require the transition to
be tackled with tenacity. The more
goodwill offered by existing funds the
more readily we can move to a future
which unambiguously serves the
public interest.
There will be legislative and timing
issues, of course.

Purpose of Super
We are at another of those points in
the history of retirement policy when
debate turns to purpose (resurrected
in Murray’s report). Advocates of
being purposeful about purpose imply
that all will be well if the nation can
just agree upon a purpose for super
ie that boundaries will be set and
hard decisions will somehow soften.
Yet Keating was quite explicit with
the purpose of his super - to improve
retirement income beyond the age
pension. Why change it? Changing it
will not avoid the reality that, because
revenue is always limited, retirement
policy has to set priorities eg to reassess the age pension itself and to ask
how much improvement is enough,
and in what way? That’s the hard bit
- unavoidable and it won’t ever get
softer.
Which brings us to ask how much
enticement should be offered by
the taxpayer to save through a new
super - the old chestnut which opens
up ‘fairness’. Where the line might
be drawn ranges from basic ‘poverty
alleviation’ through to more ambitious
targets, such as a proportion of final
working income. Here the notion of
‘adequacy’ finds favour amongst those
who would see the State judge a target
level of retirement income and commit
taxpayers to it.
It is not clear why taxpayers’ should
ever shoulder anything much beyond
poverty alleviation, particularly at
this time of daunting budget repair.
Those who can least afford to save
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should be most encouraged, because
that is where incremental benefits are
greatest, for individual and taxpayer.
And it is obvious that limits have to be
found. Arthur Seldon62 observed:
The community is hardly obliged
to keep a retired skilled worker in a
larger car than a retired semi-skilled
worker, or a retired office manager
in smoked salmon because he was
accustomed to it.
The Henry recommendation, that
concessional tax rates be replaced by
a flat-rate refundable offset, would
be a welcome display of budgetary
responsibility with super, if pitched to
enhance the prospects of those more
likely to rely on the age pension.

Yet More Compulsion
Joining the debate about purpose is
a group of ‘public thought leaders’
in a ‘Committee for Sustainable
Retirement Incomes’. Its rhetoric
centres on security and sustainability
of retirement incomes. Unfortunately
this is average stuff, by definition conclusions depend on risky financial
markets, but mainstream modelling
of super and retirement is founded
on average asset returns63. So, it is an
even-money chance that its views are
optimistic. We observed in this Journal
previously64:
The super adequacy debate can,
and should, be put on a confident
footing. How can it be acceptable to
proceed with this debate, concerning
over more than a trillion dollars of
assets, when every finding has to be
qualified as having 50% chance of
being an overstatement?
Glib pursuit of security and
sustainability can have harmful
consequences. For example, it leads to
propositions65 such as:
compulsion might eventually be
needed to direct a proportion of
accumulated savings into annuities
or deferred annuities.

This is said to be required because ‘risk
cannot be managed by individuals
but requires pooling of funds’. Our
research shows that pooling of funds is
no guarantee; indeed failure of private
annuity providers is not a matter of ‘if ’
but ‘when’, and/or appalling value. It is
the taxpayer who ultimately picks up
the pieces.
Policy makers and wonks alike have
pontificated habitually on the inability
of Australians to ‘engage’ with super. At
the same time they remain contentedly
ignorant of super’s stochastic essence.
Only when thought leaders advance
to the point of themselves engaging by
appreciating the risks in our retirement
system, can a credible debate about
systemic options emerge.
Thus, a pre-requisite for progress in
retirement policy is for all interested
parties to take the elementary step of
comprehending the influence of long
term asset behaviour in generating
incomes from super.

Conclusion
The nation has a super albatross
around its neck. The opportunity cost
of the core of the nation’s super system
– compulsory SG combined with
concessional tax on contributions – is
high. And that inefficiency abounds
throughout the rest of the system with
its myriad funds and uncertain saving
outcomes.
Explaining the improbable waste in
the super system requires its political
origins to be revisited. Super arose
out of a protracted policy process
known as the Accord. Here super was
cobbled together piecemeal, driven
by unremitting union demands. Its
operational structure was implemented
uninformed about efficiency and risk.
Unproductive edifices materialised,
built upon myriad funds which serve
well only those who service them.
The result is great cost to individuals,
particularly the lesser half of income
earners, and to taxpayers, relative

to sensible, obvious structures, used
successfully elsewhere. Today, the
super industry takes out nearly as
much as taxpayers subsidise the
system - around $30bn a year. The
latest fixes by reviewers have marginal
merit, treating symptoms only, thus
entrenching the affliction.
No cause exists sufficiently for
Government to force Australians into
this policy travesty. Requiring citizens
to continue in a risky system, of no
clear net benefit, while its hazards
remain unassessed is reckless.
Income discretion should be returned
to the employed, allowing their pay rise
of 10% to be unlocked.
A new and truly world-class retirement
system is attainable. Super as we know
it will evanesce through its failings,
and as inducement is implemented for
voluntary savings efficiently and selfreliantly.
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Where there’s money there’s?????
Tom Collins FAICD
Tom is a recognised industry commentator: he has been a regular speaker at
conferences for the financial services sector and was a long-standing contributor to a
range of industry publications.
He has had a long career in financial services especially in superannuation. He has
designed and implemented super systems from the administration of defined benefit
(DB) funds through to the modern account based platforms.
He was the of a founder financial planning firm and spent eight years with Godfrey
Weston (now Godfrey Pembroke) as an executive, managing its team of financial
planners.
In 1998, Tom set up a consultancy, which specialized in distribution strategies and
product and platform design.
In this time Tom has also been a director and chairman of a listed investment
company, director of a superannuation fund and a member of its investment
committee.
With others, he set up The Private Collection company which was a third party
distributor of investment products. This company was successfully sold to a financial
institution.
For many years Tom was Chairman of Selectus Pty Ltd, a salary packing company
that specialises in Novated leases. It has 140 employees and administers salary
packages for over 25,000 customers. Tom is still a director and chairman of its
compliance company.
To understand where we are today
and why, in my view, superannuation
(super) needs a re-think we have to
understand the past. Over the last 70
years super has changed significantly
in terms of its structure, taxation,
benefits etc. The biggest change came
in 1992 with the introduction of the
Superannuation Guarantee (SG).
The purpose of SG was to expand
superannuation coverage to 90% of the
workforce by making it compulsory.
Since then the industry has grown
rapidly. Today there are just over $2
Trillion1 of assets in Super. However in
this time there has never been a ‘root
and branch’ re-think of super.
Recently (March 2016) the Australian
government released a discussion
paper to review the objective of
Superannuation. This is in response to
the recent Financial Services Inquiry
(FSI). The FSI recommended the
following primary objective: To provide
income in retirement to substitute
or supplement the Age Pension. This
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objective is not very different to the
one espoused with the introduction of
the SG in 1992.
Before the government mandated SG
in 1992, superannuation was mainly
provided to government and whitecollar employees. Each government
(and sometimes individual
departments) and companies had
their own superannuation fund.
Before 1992, employers usually
contributed to their own company
fund, and their employees had the
option to contribute. Sometimes the
employer would match the employees’
contributions. The super funds were
mostly defined benefit funds (DB).
(The benefit was a multiple of final
salary e.g. 6x or some as high as
10x – say the employees salary was
$2,500 p.a. in 1970, the benefit would
be 6x $2,500 = $15,000.) Most funds
paid out the benefit as a lump sum,
and some included a life insurance
benefit. However the Federal and State
government funds offered an indexed

pension that could be commuted to a
lump sum. Australia was the exception
with this lump sum benefit – most
countries equivalent of our super
system provide for a pension on
retirement.
As the DB fund was ‘guaranteeing’
the retirement benefit, the private
employer was liable for the investment
risk. In the case of the government
funds ultimately the taxpayer was
liable for this risk. The funds were
regularly reviewed by actuaries to
determine whether the funds could
meet their financial obligations. If
the funds had insufficient monies to
meet their financial obligations, the
employer had to make additional
contributions. Eventually both
governments and private employers
were unwilling to have a continuing
exposure to the investment risk, so
they closed their DB funds and started
defined contribution (DC) funds thus
transferring the investment risk to
the employee (member). Very few DB
funds remain today.
Most of the DB funds were set up post
WWII, so by the late 1970s members
of these super funds were reaching
retirement age with substantial lump
sum benefits due to them. These
retirees, in the main, had never had so
much money and were uncertain about
what to do with it. This was the genesis
of the Financial Planning industry. At
that time there was no capital gains
tax, and no assets test on the aged
pension – only an income test.
This led to at least two interesting
product developments. Firstly some
banks offered a ‘no interest’ savings
account for the retirees’ lump sums,
so that the retiree could be eligible
for the Age Pension. Secondly, some
investment managers offered growthonly (no income) managed funds,
so that the retiree could earn capital
gains on their lump sums, thus pay no
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tax on the growth and be eligible the
full Age Pension. These growth-only
managed funds were heavily promoted
by Financial Planners who could earn
upwards of 4% commission for selling
these types of products.
Some undesirable practices flourished
in those days. Less scrupulous
employers would tell their employees
that they were contributing to super
on their behalf – maximum annual
contribution was per employee
and was $1,250 p.a. The super deed
defining the rules of the fund in
a number of cases stated that the
employees/members could only receive
their benefit at their retirement age
of 65. These unscrupulous employers
would then sack their employees before
their 65th birthday. The employees lost
both their jobs and their ‘promised’
super benefits. This left all the monies
in the fund to be paid out to the
employer/owner on his/her retirement!
This was known as ‘Cherry Picking’.
As SG was overlaid on an existing
system many of the earlier design
concepts and parameters were retained
e.g. it was still to be a lump sum
benefit, the funds were employer/
industry based2, only employed people
could contribute, and no universal
identifier was mandated, and some old
fund/administration design structures
remained in place.
SG introduced the concept of industrybased funds so that employees could
change employers (within the same
industry) without having to change
funds. Each employer was to choose
a ‘default fund’ for their employees.
Employees could choose a super fund
for themselves but very few did or
have. Most employees have ended up
in their employers default fund. One of
the outcomes of this was the reduction
in the number of employer-specific
corporate super funds.
Even with the advent of industrybased funds other types of super funds
continued. There are government
funds, still some employer-specific

corporate funds, retail funds and selfmanaged super funds (SMSFs). The
corporate funds are mainly promoted
by financial institutions, the retail
funds by financial planners and the
SMSFs3 by accountants and financial
planners. The unions promote the
industry-based funds.
Unfortunately the unitised super
fund administration design has
been retained, even by super funds
established post SG. Super funds
administration can either be unit
based or account balance based.
Unit based is the old design in which
the members’ contributions buy
investment portfolios that are unitised.
These portfolios will then invest
in underlying unitised investment
trusts, some of which are public
superannuation trusts (PSTs) - thus
two levels of unitisation. The downside
of this design, especially with the PSTs,
is that tax is paid at the PST level, not
at the super fund or member level.
Even when super funds do not use
PSTs, but ordinary investment trusts
instead, the tax calculation is done at
the super fund level, not the member
level. Further, when the member
wishes to switch from accumulation
phase to pension phase, the units have
to be redeemed and cash transferred to
the pension account. This sale triggers
a tax event, leading to both income
and capital gains tax being payable.
The calculations of unit prices and
the tax add unnecessary complexity
and opportunity for errors and more
importantly unnecessarily reduce the
members’ balance/benefit.
In the newer account balance super
funds the member has a ‘bank’
account into which all transactions
are processed in dollars not units. The
underlying investments can be unitised
or dollar nominated (term deposits).
This cuts out a layer of complexity
and can reduce taxes. In this structure
the investments can be transferred in
specie from the accumulation phase to
the pension phase – thus not triggering
a tax event – no tax is payable. Further

for a member the contribution tax is
calculated at the member’s account
level – and is invariably less than 15%,
It can be even as low as 0%. (SMSFs are
structured as account balance funds.)
One other factor that adds to the
cost of super is the lack of a universal
identifier for the member, eg: as
used by the tax office and Medicare.
This means that it is hard to follow
a member from fund to fund so
the member can easily end up with
multiple accounts, even multiple
accounts within the same fund. Some
funds actively oppose the introduction
of a universal identifier as they earn
administration fees from each account.
Further costs are incurred because
the Super industry systems are still in
the dark ages as many processes are
still paper based. Money is just a form
of information, so there can be no
excuses why administration should not
be fully electronic.
Another area of concern for me is
how the performance of super funds
is reported, eg; when we are told the
ABC fund earned X% or the balanced
portfolio earned Y%. This may be
true for the particular investment,
but bears little relation to what the
super fund actually earned, or what
an individual member may have
earned. These percentages only reflect
the investment return before tax and
expenses. Tax will vary greatly from
investment product to investment
product. Also expenses like buy/sell
fees, administration, switching and
exit fees are not included. Surely the
individual member would like to know
what they have actually earned in their
super fund? In the account balance
super funds the actual individuals own
performance can be calculated.
Apart from SMSFs, all other types of
super funds have focused on marketing
themselves to the employers as the
employers select the default fund.
Unfortunately there are still times
when employers choose a default fund
for possible self-interest reasons. With
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the super funds focus on the employer,
this has meant that the employee/
member has been ignored. As a result,
super funds have been losing members
to SMSFs, especially those members
nearing retirement age and with large
balances. The super funds’ reaction
to date to stem this outflow has been
to improve their product offerings
and blame the accountants/financial
planners. These strategies have not
really stopped the outflow of members.
The tinkering with SG by various
governments over the years has led
to some distortions and unintended
consequences. The most blatant
distortion at the moment is that a
member on a low income can be
paying a higher tax on their Super
contribution then they are on their
personal income. However, a wealthy
person can make a non-concessional
(after tax) contribution for themselves
of currently $540,000 and a similar
amount for their spouse. This can
be done every three years. Once
these contributions are rolled over
into the pension phase no tax is
payable on investment earnings,
or any withdrawal. One significant
unintended consequence of the
tinkering is that for wealthy people
super can be seen as a tax structure
and an estate-planning tool. This was
not the original objective of super,
nor is it being proposed as one of the
objectives in the current review.
The recent Financial Services Inquiry
(FSI) and current review of the
objective of super are timely. To
meet the FSI recommended primary
objective; to provide income in
retirement to substitute or supplement
the Age Pension, the government must
ensure that the taxation concessions
for super do not penalise those on low
incomes and don’t overly favour the
wealthy.
An objective shouldn’t be to ‘substitute’
the Age Pension, as there will always
be a need for a safety net. SG does not
cover all Australians and for some that
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it does cover, sufficient benefit may not
be able to be accumulated.
It has been argued recently that to
enshrine the recommended primary
objective in legislation would put
too much administrative burden on
funds, thus raising costs and forcing
out the smaller super funds. This
is baseless as most funds outsource
their administration and source their
investment products from external
parties – in this way they enjoy the
economies of scale. As explained
earlier excessive and unwarranted
costs in super are self-inflicted because
of the complex unitised structures,
the lack of a universal identifier and
the fact they are still paper based.
SMSFs and retail funds currently
efficiently administer their members
in retirement/pension phase – and are
cost competitive.
Finally on costs - how is it that the
Super industry has made billionaires
of some fund managers and multimillionaires of some financial planners?
It appears that this is one area where
economies of scale do not apply, nor
does the normal understanding of
risk/reward. Potentially the member is
taking all the risk.
As stated earlier, until recently
super funds have focused on the
accumulation phase of super, as this
is where they obtained their growth
in members, and on the employers
rather than the employees/members.
Now, however, they have a growing
number of dissatisfied members
reaching retirement age, who are
looking around to see who could best
meet their needs, both in services and
products. Many of the super funds
have not developed the mindset, skills
or communication tools to service the
retiree/pensioner, let alone really think
about what products and services
might be required.
No wonder these super funds are
losing their members to SMSFs and
Financial Planners retail platforms.
The Financial Planners have been

honing their retirement planning
skills since the late 1970’s. They are
masters at arbitraging the tax, social
security and superannuation regimes.
Moreover the unitised super funds
unnecessarily, and unfairly cause a
taxable event at the rollover to pension
phase. Yet another cost to the member.
In retirement members face not only
investment risk but also longevity
risk. At 65 many retirees are looking
at living for another 15 years plus.
So is this the right time to go into a
defensive portfolio? The answer is
probably not, but retirees are cautious.
Investment products are starting to
become available for super funds that
are growth orientated but minimise the
investment risk.
These Investment products once the
preserve of the very wealthy include
short/long funds, hedge funds and
managed bond portfolios to name
some. They provide the opportunity
to still have a growth-oriented
portfolio, yet minimise the downside
risk. Not all super funds have flexible
enough compliance processes or
administration systems to handle these
newer type products.
There are really no satisfactory
products yet which minimise longevity
risk. There are some annuities, but
current low interest rates are not
making them very attractive. Two
possible products could be deferred
annuities and government issued index
bonds. The deferred annuity could
be structured so that the super fund
member could pay either an upfront
one-off premium or annual premium
to buy an (indexed) pension that
commenced at a predefined age, say
80. The government issued indexed
bonds could be indexed to either a set
figure (say 3%) or CPI, with interest
payments monthly.
Overall, the primary objective of SG
is sound. However there are many
ways the execution of the objective
could be improved. The government
should make the tax concessions
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more equitable, and it should allow
non- working people to contribute to
super – non-concessional contributions.
This would allow non-workers to
save for their old age and reduce the
dependence and burden on the Age
Pension. This fits with the primary
objective and the mechanisms are
already in place to accept after tax
contributions.

Endnotes
1. APRA
2. The exception to this are the SMSFs – which are
member based.
3. The non-SMSF funds have been surprised with
the growth of the SMSFs. Today they hold about
30% of the assets in super (as at December 2015
$600 Billion).

The industry needs to clean up its
act. The antiquated, cumbersome,
expensive and error prone unitised
structures should be replaced with
account balance structures. Monies
should be able to be rolled over
from the accumulation phase to the
pension phase without triggering
a tax event. Performance reporting
should be available at the individual
superannuation fund member level.
There should be a universal identifier,
say the tax file number (TFN).
Administration and investment fees
need to be reduced so that the real
beneficiaries from super are the
members, not the super fund owners,
investment managers and financial
planners.
Super needs more than a review of its
primary objective. It needs a ‘root and
branch’ re-think especially in the areas
of tax, administrative structures, fees
and products and services, especially
for retirees.
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Fixing pension spending
by boosting pensioner incomes
Simon Cowan
Simon is the Research Manager at the Centre for Independent Studies and Director of
the CIS TARGET30 program which aims to reduce government spending to less than
30% of GDP over the next 10 years. He is a leading media commentator on policy and
politics, frequently appearing on the Sky network, ABC television and commercial
radio.
He has written and presented extensively on retirement incomes, government industry
policy, defence and regulation and appeared before the Australian Senate discussing
the budget and health policy.
He co-authored the leading CIS research report on pensions and retirement policy,
released in May 2015, The Age Old Problem of Old Age: Fixing the Pension and
in March 2016 authored The Myths of the Generational Bargain on the impact of
pension spending on future generations.
At more than $44 billion this year,
the Age Pension is the largest
single payment made by the federal
government, exceeded only by
combined grants to state governments.
Annual expenditure is predicted to
exceed $50 billion before the end of the
decade1.
While some raise concerns about the
cost of these transfers, others (such
as the Australian Council of Social
Service) continue to raise concerns
about old age poverty and lower living
standards of pensioners2.
While these positions seem mutually
exclusive, could they both be right?
And if so, is there a solution?

Sustainability of the
pension
Since 2001–02, the budgetary cost
under the heading of assistance to the
aged has risen by more than 135% in
nominal terms. In real terms it has
grown by more than 50% in the decade
to 2013–14.3
Even when adjusted for inflation and
increases in the number of pensioners,
there has been a significant increase
in costs; the real budgetary cost of
assistance to the aged increased on
a per pensioner basis by nearly 20%
between 2003 and 2013 and the real
budgetary cost of the Age Pension rose
by nearly 10% on a per pensioner basis
between 2007 and 2013.4
Several factors have driven this
increase in overall cost of the pension
to the budget, including demographic
shifts, and changes to eligibility
requirements. The percentage of the
population receiving a pension has
increased from approximately 9.2%
in 2002–03 to 10% in 2012–13.5
However this alone cannot explain
such a substantial increase in
spending on the pension. There are
other factors that have driven the
significant increase in real costs per
pensioner.
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First, pensioners were overcompensated for the introduction
of the Carbon Tax and this
compensation has not been removed
despite the abolition of the tax.6
This compensation included both
cash advances (via the Clean
Energy Advance) and an ongoing
supplement to the pension (the Energy
Supplement, formerly the Clean
Energy Supplement).
Second, there was also a one-off
discretionary increase in the pension
of $1,560 under Kevin Rudd in
response to the Harmer Review. The
2009–10 budget estimated the cost
of this increase to rise from slightly
less than $3.3 billion in 2010–11 to
more than $3.7 billion in 2012–13,
nearly $13 billion across the forward
estimates.7
Third, pensions are indexed twice
yearly to the higher of movements
in either the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) or the Pensioner and Beneficiary
Living Cost Index. However, they are
also benchmarked against Male Total
Average Weekly Earnings, which has
led to a substantial real increase in
the value of the pension as growth in
MTAWE has significantly outstripped
growth in CPI.
The combined impact of these
influences has been that for decades
the pension has been increasing faster
than average wages. Between 1971 and
2011, the proportion of average wages
dedicated to supporting age pensioners
has doubled, with the cost of the
pension now accounting for 5% of an
average worker’s pay packet.
While the short-term trend in pension
costs has been inexorably rising,
perhaps of greater concern is the
expected future costs of the pension as
the population ages.
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When the pension was first
introduced, the age of eligibility (65)
was 10 years more than the average
male life expectancy of 55.8 A person
born in 2015, however, would expect
to live past the age of 91, and while
the eligibility age for the pension has
increased, it has not nearly kept pace
with increases in life expectancy.9
There are two significant implications
of this. The first is that the relative cost
of services mostly provided to older
Australians (health and age pensions)
will rise.
The 2010 Intergenerational Report
modelled the impact of an ageing
population on the cost of the pension.
It found age-related pensions would
rise from 2.7% of GDP in 2009–10 to
3.9% of GDP in 2049–50.10 The 2015
Intergenerational Report found that,
under the policy settings in place at the
time the report was released, pension
expenditure would increase from 2.9%
of GDP to 3.6% of GDP.11
Others have disputed these findings,
arguing that even the higher estimate
in the 2010 Intergenerational Report
was likely to be too low, and when
the impacts of behavioural effects are
included, the expected cost is likely to
be 13% higher than predicted.12
The second impact is that there will
be a fall in the number of working age
people supporting those in retirement.
Already the ratio of working age
Australians to people over the age of 65
has fallen from 7.5 in 1970 down to 4.5
in 2010.13 In the 2015 Intergenerational
Report, Treasury predicted that by
2055 this ratio will have shrunk to
2.7, as the number of Australians aged
65–84 will more than double and the
number of people aged 85 and older
will nearly quadruple.14 There will
be fewer workers paying more tax to
support an increasing number of older
Australians.
Beyond this, an additional
consideration is warranted. These
models do not (and arguably cannot)

include the political impact an
ageing population might have. As the
Productivity Commission notes, by
2060 more than 51% of voters will
be over 50 years of age, and we have
already seen a strong trend towards
politicians promising discretionary
increases in the pension to win votes.15
The rising voting power of those of
retirement age may build further
pressure for pension increases and/or
expanded eligibility criteria. There is a
significant risk that models that fail to
factor in this political dimension will
systemically underestimate the fiscal
impact of the ageing population.
Superannuation, once billed as the
saviour, is not the magic bullet.
Superannuation will in fact result
in only an additional 3% of retirees
being self-sufficient; 67% will still
receive some form of pension.16 Not
surprisingly therefore, pension savings
from superannuation will not be
nearly as substantial as hoped. Indeed,
Treasury estimates cited in the 2009
Harmer Pension Review Report claim
the maturation of the Superannuation
system will reduce the total value of
pension spending by only 6%.17
Clearly then, there are significant
sustainability pressures on the age
pension. However, this is not the only
problem with the current pension
settings. The current means test
disadvantages those who don’t own
their own home, and that group
includes the poorest aged pensioners.

Our laziest asset: the
family home
More than 80% of retirees own their
own home, and the vast majority no
longer have a mortgage.18 Even among
those receiving the age pension, threequarters own their own home.19
The average value of home equity for
couples over the age of 65 in 2011-12
was more than $550,000 (for singles
this was over $450,000), a figure which
can only have substantially increased

as a result of recent booms in housing
prices in Sydney and Melbourne.20 The
estimated value of home equity for
retirees now exceeds $700 billion.
For several decades the appreciation of
home equity has even outstripped even
the growth rate of pension payments;
between 1994–95 and 2011–12 median
house prices rose 4% per year in real
terms.21
It is important to note the family
home serves a purpose beyond mere
accumulation of assets to sustain
someone in retirement; it also meets
the need for shelter. Pensioners
who do not own their own home
face additional costs. This leads to a
substantial difference in housing costs
between those who own their own
homes and those who rent.
On average, the cost for those over 65
who don’t own their home is between
2 and 4 times the cost for those who do
own their home without a mortgage.22
Yet for all these advantages, the
family home is not widely viewed as
a retirement savings tool. There is
a significant reluctance to consider
selling the family home to supplement
retirement income among those soon
to retire.
Surveys suggest the vast majority of
people would prefer to ‘age in place’,
remaining in their home as long as
possible.23 A 2010 Australian study
found that while between 55% and
65% of responders would consider
moving to a more suitable dwelling,
91% of them would prefer to stay
in their own home—citing diverse
reasons including proximity to
family and friends, familiarity with
the community and access to health,
shopping and transport services.24
The MLC Quarterly Australian Wealth
Sentiment Survey Q3 2014 found just
11% of Australians plan to sell their
family home to fund their retirement,
while 40% intend not to sell their
home and 42% were unsure.25
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While understandable in emotional
terms, this reluctance becomes
problematic when combined with
the exclusion of the home from the
pension system. It causes the pension
system to run counter to two broad
principles of fairness that underpin the
Australian welfare system.
The first is that assistance be targeted
towards those who are least able to
help themselves and therefore the
most in need. However, pensioners
who own their own home have
substantially greater wealth on
average than those who do not. For
full-rate pensioners, homeowners
have more than nine times the net
worth of non-homeowners. Single
pensioner homeowners have more
than $400,000 in assets, on average,
while couple homeowners have
in excess of $500,000 in assets. In
addition to having a greater net worth,
homeowner singles and couples also
have more non-housing assets than
their respective non-homeowning
counterparts on average. Yet the
pension payments received by these
two groups are the same.
The second is that people who are in
broadly similar circumstances should
receive a similar level of support.
However pensioners who have their
wealth bound up in their house receive
a greater pension payment than those
with an equal level of wealth that is not
invested in housing. The exemption of
the family home from the assets test is
a choice not to treat all assets the same
and therefore in effect a choice not to
treat all retirees with the same levels of
wealth equally.
So significantly does the family home
exemption distort the means test that
the pensioners in the bottom three
wealth quintiles, and even some in the
fourth quintile, are eligible for a full
pension or a significant part-pension.
In effect, the pension treats people with
$500,000 or $600,000 in assets as being
in the same position as those with less
than $10,000.
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It is important to realise these equity
problems are not accidental. They
are the result of a deliberate policy
choice; by excluding the family home
from the assets test, the government
elects to categorise pensioners by the
less equitably distributed assessable
assets rather than by net worth. Not
only is it worth asking if this choice
is fair for non-homeowners, but also
if it producing the best outcomes for
homeowners?
It is possible to age in place, and
still substantially reduce pension
expenditure, by encouraging
pensioners to support themselves
through reverse mortgages. Boosting
the income of pensioners through
accessing the equity in their homes is
hardly a revolutionary idea, yet it is
one that is largely underutilised.

Reverse mortgage
growth slow
The MLC survey found this option
was not overly popular, with only
8% of Australians planning to draw
down equity in the family home in
retirement.26 Indeed, recent growth
in the reverse mortgage market has
been slow to non-existent, as the
number of mortgages remained almost
unchanged between 2011 and 2012
and actually fell in 2013, while both the
number of outstanding loans and their
value has plateaued significantly after
some growth in the mid 2000’s.27
Only a small percentage of those
loans are used to provide a regular
annuity payment. While 91% of
outstanding loans in 2013 were to
people of pension age, just 6% of the
loans settlements in 2013 were income
stream products (though those looking
to use equity in their home for regular
income purposes also have the option
of line of credit products that are not
included in those figures), with the
bulk being used to retire other debt
and house renovations.28
In addition to the solutions provided

by banks and other lenders, the
government recognises the capacity
of the family home to assist in raising
living standards, through its Pension
Loan Scheme.
It provides fortnightly payments with
interest compounding fortnightly and
added to the balance of the loan. The
loan can be voluntarily repaid, repaid
when the real estate security is sold, or
from the pensioner’s estate after they
have passed away. The interest rate and
maximum LVR under the government
scheme are more generous than the
private sector equivalents, but the
terms of the loan are more restrictive.
Borrowers are limited in the amounts
they can borrow, not only by their
borrowing capacity but by reference
to their pension eligibility. This creates
a situation where pensioners who
have a low or nil pension payment
can borrow larger sums of money
than those who have similar capacity
to borrow but are receiving a higher
pension payment. Despite the capacity
for the Pension Loans Scheme to boost
living standards, it is not a popular
scheme. The nominal value of loans
under the scheme in 2014 was just
$31.9 million, up from just $30.9
million in 2013.29
The reasons behind the reluctance
of pensioners to take out reverse
mortgages, either government
provided or in the private market,
hasn’t been examined in detail.
One often-cited motivating factor
is an aversion to risk and debt,
with particular concerns about
the perceived riskiness of reverse
mortgages.30 Part of this aversion to
reverse mortgages also seems to be
driven by a lack of understanding
of the products available and the
safeguards already in place.
While an aversion to risk and debt
is understandable for those on fixed
incomes with little or no capacity
to work, this alone does not justify
underwriting this aversion with
taxpayers’ money.

Fixing pension spending by boosting pensioner incomes
Another key reason behind the
reluctance to take out reverse
mortgages is a desire to use the house
as insurance against potential future
health costs and living costs. A 2007
US study found that only 6% of those
aged 50–65 planned to use home
equity to fund ordinary living expenses
in retirement (with 72% stating that
they would not do so) and more than
half of those would downsize their
home rather than borrow against it.31
Of those who responded they wouldn’t
use the equity in their home, 44%
said that they were maintaining their
residence as insurance against living
and health expenses.
While it may be logical on the part
of retirees to keep a pool of money to
meet emergency expenses, this does
not make it in the best interests of
taxpayers or society. It doesn’t make
sense to allow the equity kept in
reserve for a rainy day to extend to a
million dollars or more worth of assets
that are exempt from the pension
means test. Nor does it makes sense
that these rainy day savings should be
limited to an illiquid asset like housing
equity—if keeping a pool of money in
reserve is good policy why should it
matter how that money is kept?

A 3-step approach to
boosting pensioner
incomes
There are three interlocking reforms
that can solve both the problems with
growing pension expenditure and the
unfairness of the existing means test.

1. Include the family home in
the assets test
The pension assets test should reflect
how pensioners hold their wealth.
For three-quarters of pensioners,
on average 70% of their net worth is
reflected in their home. Excluding
the home significantly distorts their
true position compared with other
pensioners who don’t own their home.

It is simply inequitable for a pensioner
with no savings or assets, and renting
an apartment, to receive the same
pension payment as someone with
hundreds of thousands of dollars in
assets — regardless of whether the
value of those assets are realised.
Excluding the family home from
asset means testing creates a large
incentive to own and live in your home
in retirement and, when combined
with the cost of stamp duty and other
barriers to downsizing, discourages
pensioners from releasing capital by
selling their homes. It also creates
artificial distinctions between different
classes of assets, and encourages overinvestment in housing equity at the
expense of other investments.
The main arguments against treating
the family home as an asset to be
utilised in retirement are emotional.
Many pensioners do not in fact view
their home as an asset that can help
fund their retirement and so most
don’t consider accessing that equity,
other than a proportion who use the
home to help support themselves when
they move into aged care.
It may be a largely unintentional
consequence of this emotional
position, but it is an undeniable fact
some pensioners are making choices
that result in them having a lower
living standard than they could. While
you can argue this is a choice they
should be able to make—for example
some pensioners choose to ‘go without’
in order to provide financial support
to their kids—this is not a choice
the taxpayers should be expected
to fund. That lower living standard
isn’t a choice for people completely
dependent on the pension.

2. Boost the take-up rate of
reverse mortgages
Simply including the family home in
the asset test is not enough. Pensioners
also need an effective financial vehicle
to replace lost pension payments with
a stream of income generated from

their home equity.
One way to do this is to massively
expand the Pension Loans Scheme
to provide these annuities. However
the potential cost to government
of underwriting an expansion
in the Pension Loans Scheme of
the scale required should not be
underestimated. Nor is there a good
reason for the government to run the
reverse mortgage market, it can simply
regulate and incentivise it through
a government backed insurance or
guarantee for reverse mortgages.
Again, this is not a radical concept. A
government-backed reverse mortgage
scheme exists in the US and there have
been calls for a similar scheme to be
introduced in Australia for aged care
costs.
The government could insure or
guarantee a standard form default
reverse mortgage annuity product for
the family home provided it meets
certain conditions, including: an
80% maximum LVR, set fees, agreed
valuation procedures, and a regular
review process.
The government guarantee/insurance
would ensure pensioners could never
lose their home through a reverse
mortgage.
The government should also offer
a form of this product through the
Pension Loan Scheme to ensure
pensioners who could not access
private reverse mortgage funding
would have access to a reverse
mortgage in some form. Another
advantage of the government offering
a competing product is that it creates
a floor price, encouraging existing
providers of reverse mortgages to
compete to provide better terms.
There is also a huge pool of money,
and significant synergies, available if
the government opens up provision
of these reverse mortgage products to
superannuation funds.
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3. Include the income from
reverse mortgages in the
income test
The last step links together the first
two and creates a significant incentive
for pensioners to take out these
reverse mortgages. One key reason
for this step is that the pension means
test should focus not on what type
of assets pensioners hold, but what
contribution those assets could make
to living standards. If the purpose of
the pension is to ensure a basic living
standard for those in retirement,
it is income that is important as it
determines living standards — not the
composition of asset holdings.
Including the income from the home
(rather than just the asset values) in
determining pension eligibility accepts
that two houses with roughly similar
values may not have the same income
producing capabilities — and ensures
that pensioners who received lower
annuity payments would automatically
get a higher pension.
Another reason for deeming income
is that including the family home in
the pension assets test may not be a
sufficient incentive to force a change
in attitudes about reverse mortgages
(or be seen as a punishment for
owning your home). Deeming income,
whether a pensioner takes out a
reverse mortgage or not, removes the
taxpayer subsidy for homeowners and
creates incentives for pensioners to
take out a product providing a regular
income stream similar to the pension,
which will alleviate the pressure on the
pension itself.
And, because it creates a mechanism
for financial product suppliers to value
homes, encouraging pensioners to take
out reverse mortgages has the practical
benefit of enabling an accurate
assessment of the value of the family
home in the pension means test.
These three major reforms make it
possible to undertake other reforms,
including: a significant increase in the
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016

base rate of the pension (more than
$1,000 a year for single pensioners); an
increase in the rate of rent assistance
(to $202.50 a week for singles and
$198.75 a week for couples); and
unifying and simplify the assets test
(thresholds at which pension payments
would begin to taper would be
$350,000 for singles and $400,000 for
couples).

Benefits of these reforms
An overwhelming majority of
pensioners would see an increase in
income under these reforms. Nearly
98% of age pensioners (more than 2.37
million pensioners) would experience
an increase in their incomes by an
average of $5,900 a year. The relatively
small percentage of those whose
incomes decline (2.2%) experience an
average loss of just $864.
After these reforms, the pensioners
who remain on the full rate of the
pension will be those who have the
lowest net worth and the least income
— those who need the most assistance.
Those with few assets and no income
other than the pension will benefit
not only from the increase in the base
rate but also likely the increase in rent
assistance as well.
Singles in every wealth quintile will see
an average increase in their income.
Singles in the bottom quintile will
benefit from the proposed increase
in the full rate of the pension which
provides a significant benefit of
more than $1,000 on average. Single
pensioners in the top quintile no
longer receive a pension, yet their total
income more than doubles.
Couples also see a rise in the base rate
of the pension, as well as increased
rent assistance for those with no other
income than the pension. Couple
pensioners in the top four quintiles see
an average increase in their incomes of
between $4,800 and $16,500 a year.
Importantly these reforms focus on
solving the key problem of ageing:

people who are asset rich and cash
poor and therefore have lower living
standards than they could. There will
be some losers under these reforms;
it is impossible to responsibly pass
reforms that leave every single person
better off. These reforms are not
riskless, but nor are they reckless. In
total, pensioners would see an increase
in income of over $14.5 billion a year,
making these changes important and
timely.
These reforms not only increase
income for pensioners, they also
provide substantial savings to the
taxpayers. By including the family
home in the pension income and assets
test, and replacing that income with
reverse mortgage annuities, pension
expenditure is reduced by nearly $15
billion a year.
While some of these savings may
be offset by increased government
spending on aged care, the modelling
is quite conservative, so the anticipated
savings may well exceed $15 billion a
year.
The most significant savings come
from moving more than 75% of
single full-rate pensioners and nearly
the same amount of couple full-rate
pensioners, onto a part-pension.
Between 6.5% and 7.5% of full-rate
pensioners would move off the pension
entirely. Almost a third of couple partrate pensioners and about a quarter
of single part-rate pensioners would
be moved off the pension altogether.
The cohort of self-funded retirees is
significantly increased.

Fixing pension spending by boosting pensioner incomes

Conclusion
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Super for Some
Richard Denniss
Richard Denniss is the Chief Economist
for The Australia Institute @RDNS_TAI
Super tax concessions are large and
growing. At present, the main super
tax concessions represent foregone
revenue of $29.7 billion in 2014-15.
Treasury expects this to grow to $49.5
billion by 2017-18. The concession on
contributions is valued at $16.3 billion
in 2014-15, while the concession on
super fund earnings is worth $13.4
billion.
Some people have claimed that the
revenue foregone figures overstate
the size of super tax concessions. But
even if we use the Treasury figures of
revenue gained if super tax concessions
were abolished they still add to $27.3
billion rather than $29.7 billion.
Revenue gained has reduced the
figures by less than 10 per cent. This
does little to change the magnitude of
the tax concessions.
The size of the concessions, the
foregone revenue, is growing three
times faster than spending on the
age pension. That’s an annual growth
rate of 13.6 per cent. By comparison
Treasury expects the age pension to
grow at a far slower rate of 4.5 per cent
over the same period.
At this growth rate the value of super
tax concession for contributions and
fund earnings will exceed the cost of
the age pension in 2018-19. This is
important since the justification for
super tax concessions is to reduce
people’s reliance on pensions. This
means the very policy that is supposed
to reduce the cost of the age pension
will soon cost more than the age
pension itself.
Rather than taking pressure off the
federal budget, super tax concessions
and the revenue they forego are
becoming a burden on the budget.
Assistant Treasurer Kelly O’Dwyer
said "No one has a right to a super
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016

tax concession. It is a gift that the
government should only provide
when it makes sense". In certain
circumstances the government might
want to encourage certain types of
behaviour by allowing people to pay
less tax if they do a certain thing. This
is why we have tax concessions.
The government is keen to define
what super tax concessions are for.
This is in large part because super tax
concessions are being used for tax and
estate planning rather than saving for
retirement. Why is this important?
Because despite what people might
want you to believe tax concessions
don’t just exist so that high income
individuals who can afford expensive
tax accountants can lower their tax.
Let’s call out super tax concessions
for what they are. They’re tax payers
putting money in people’s super funds.
There is nothing necessarily wrong
with the government putting money
into people’s bank accounts but there
needs to be a good reason to justify
such tax payer largess.
In order to understand superannuation
tax concessions you first have
to understand why we have tax
concessions of any type. In general, tax
concessions should only be granted if
they provide a societal or budgetary
benefit.
An example of a societal benefit
that gains a tax concession is the tax
exempt status of not for profit hospitals
and other benevolent institutions.
These institutions are considered to
provide public goods and to encourage
such organisations the government
exempts them from paying tax.
An example of a tax concession
that has a budgetary benefit is the
exemption from the GST for private
importation of goods worth less than
$1,000. The cost of collecting the tax is
believed to be more than the amount

of tax collected. It is therefore a net
gain to the budget to have this tax
concession.
Super tax concessions are difficult to
justify on the basis of a societal benefit.
Increasing the amount of money that
someone has in their super fund for
the purposes of retirement, which is
what the tax concessions do, is largely
a private benefit.
Some argue that super tax concessions
could provide a budgetary benefit. If
people have more money in their super
accounts when they retire they may no
longer be eligible for an age pension
or they may be eligible for a smaller
part pension. Super tax concessions are
effectively the taxpayer putting money
into people’s super accounts. This is
justified if it reduces people’s later
reliance on taxpayer support through
the age pension.
However, there is no evidence that this
is occurring. Currently about 80 per
cent of Australians who are old enough
to qualify claim an age pension, with
about 50 per cent on full pension
and 30 per cent on a part pension.
The National Commission of Audit
predicts by 2050, 35 years from now,
the proportion of people on the age
pension is expected to still be 80 per
cent with full pensions dropping to 30
per cent and part pensions increasing
to 50 per cent. While there may be an
increase in the proportion of people
on part pensions, there is expected to
be no decrease in the proportion of
people who receive an age pension.
Super tax concessions need to be
reformed so they better fit the purpose
of encouraging Australians to rely
more on their savings in retirement
and less on the taxpayer. For this to
happen there needs to be less super tax
concessions flowing to those who are
unlikely to ever need an age pension
and more flowing to those who are
likely to be on a part pension. At the
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would not be able to claim the pension
anyway. These concessions are having
no impact on reducing the future cost
of the age pension.

The benefits of super tax concessions
are mainly accruing to the top 10 per
cent of households, who claim 41 per
cent of the tax concessions, worth
$12.2 billion. The top 20 per cent of
households receive 60 per cent of the
tax concessions, worth $17.8 billion.
This is compared to the bottom 50 per
cent of households who only get 11
per cent of the tax concessions, worth
$3.35 billion.

moment the reverse is true. Reforms
targeted in this way will take pressure
off the age pension.
Most people would agree that super tax
concessions should be about helping
people save for their retirement
and not as a way for high income
households to avoid paying tax. The
Treasurer Scott Morrison agrees. He
said; “[Superannuation] is not an
estate planning vehicle, nor was it ever
intended to be.”

Some might argue that super tax
concessions should be left unchanged
because to cut them back is equivalent
to raising taxes. Even if you accept
their ideological assumption that taxes
should always be lower, it still doesn’t
make sense that super tax concessions
should remain unchanged.

This gift is certainly not likely to take
pressure of the budget. 20 per cent
of the eligible population do not
currently receive any age pension and
this is predicted to continue for the
next 35 years. The top 20 per cent of
households by income are likely to be
heavily represented in the 20 per cent
of people who will not claim a pension
in the future. These are the households
that are claiming the majority of super
tax concessions at a current cost of
almost $18 billion. In other words,
most of the $18 billion in tax breaks
designed to help people get off the age
pension is being gained by people who

Now Kelly O’Dwyer has described
super tax concessions as a gift from
the government. Usually people who
receive payments from the government
do so for a specific reason. Usually
they are welfare recipients who the
government looks after because they
struggle to look after themselves. So
who are the recipients of the super tax
concession gifts?
According to NATSEM’s estimates,
most of the benefit of super tax
concessions is going to high income
earners as shown in Figure 1 below.

Super tax concessions are mainly being
used by high income households who
can afford to get expensive tax advice
in order to tax advantage of this tax
loophole. Rather than arguing that this
is ok because it reduces taxes, wouldn’t
it be simpler and fairer to close the
loopholes and offer tax cuts to the
broader population?
Surely the ability to access lower taxes
shouldn’t just be the domain of those
who can access tax loopholes. Tax
loopholes that are unable to be justified
on any other grounds are not only

Figure 1 – Distribution of super tax concession benefits by household income
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intrinsically unfair; they also make the
tax system more complicated. Even if
you want taxes to be lower there is no
reason to oppose reform of super tax
concessions.
Any reform of super tax concessions
should be focused on getting better
value from taxpayer’s money. It is clear
that at the moment far too much of
the concession is going to high income
earners with a dubious long term
benefit to the budget.
The purpose of superannuation
has been subverted by the current
concession arrangements. It is no
longer just a system for improving the
retirement earnings of Australians but
is increasingly being used for estate
planning and tax avoidance by high
income earners.
A research paper from The Association
of Superannuation Funds of Australia
(ASFA) highlights the size and
extent to which those with large
superannuation balances are able to
access tax free incomes.
The ASFA report looks at data
obtained from self-managed super
funds (SMSFs). The report shows that
there are 24,000 people in pension
mode that have account balances in
excess of $2 million. These 24,000
people are effectively receiving a tax
free income of $5.2 billion per year (an
average income of $217,000). There
are 75,700 people in pension mode
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with balances of a $1 million or more
who receive tax free income of $10.1
billion per year (an average income of
$133,000). All the remaining accounts
in pension mode, 232,000 accounts,
receive just $8.9 billion in income per
year (an average income of $38,000).
The wealthiest super funds see 475
people whose funds are in pension
mode that have account balances of
more than $10 million. On average
these people are receiving a tax free
income stream of $1.5 million each.
The ASFA report goes on to say;
Income streams approaching or in
excess of $1 million a year appear to
be more related to tax planning and
estate planning than for reasonable
retirement expenditure needs.
It is clear that a substantial part of
super tax concessions are being
used for purposes other than
to move people from publically
funded pensions to privately funded
retirement. The super system is now
costing taxpayers substantial sums of
money for little public benefit.
The focus of any government reform
should not just be about reducing the
large and growing size of super tax
concessions going to high income
earners. It should also focus on those
on lower income households who are
most likely to be on the pension.

Super tax concessions to lower income
households are likely to give taxpayers
far more value for money since
increasing these super accounts will
give more long term relief to the age
pension. At the moment the bottom
half of households get only 11 per cent
of the value of super tax concessions.
After 2017-18 the situation will get
even worse. This is when the Low
Income Super Contribution Scheme
will be abolished. This scheme was set
up because people under the tax free
threshold paid no tax on their income
but were still paying 15 per cent on
their super contributions and fund
earnings. Put simply they were paying
more tax on their super than on their
income and so were getting a negative
tax concession. The low income super
contribution refunded the extra tax
and payed it into their super fund.
When this scheme is abolished,
those who are most likely to rely on
the taxpayer in retirement will be
penalised by super tax concessions.
This will make them even more likely
to require a pension in retirement.
Such a situation makes no policy sense.

Beware Simplistic Attacks
On Tax Expenditures
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Andrew Podger - Professor of Public Policy, ANU.
Member of the Committee for Sustainable Retirement Incomes
The idea that superannuation tax
expenditures amount to around $30
billion dollars a year, vastly favouring
the rich and presenting easy pickings
to fix the budget has become widely
accepted. The facts, however, are
very different. The tax treatment of
superannuation is excessive, and
does favour higher income groups
inappropriately, but the total amount
involved is a small fraction of $30
billion – almost certainly well under
$10 billion a year.
Despite being one of the original
proponents of regular reporting of tax
expenditures with the annual budget
papers, I have become increasingly
uneasy about their interpretation and
many of the proposals to reign them
in, including by commentators and
academics who should know better.
With three colleagues I co-authored
the Department of Social Security
submission to the 1981-82 inquiry
into tax expenditures by the House of
Representatives Standing Committee
on Expenditures. We supported the
idea of an annual statement and set
out in the submission estimates of the
tax expenditures that fell within the
functional category of ‘social security
and welfare’ that was then used in the
budget papers for outlays.
In recommending an annual
tax expenditures statement, the
Committee highlighted the Canadian
advice we had drawn attention to in
the DSS submission:
‘Since the treatment of benchmark
tax structure is an abstraction there
will always be room for legitimate
disagreement about its nature and,
thus, about whether certain tax
provisions are properly characterized
as tax expenditures’.

This issue remains central to
calculating superannuation tax
expenditures. The DSS approach
was based on the concept of a
‘comprehensive income tax’, the
concept subsequently – and still - used
by Treasury despite their criticisms
of us in 1981. This was the then
conventional concept based on the
idea that ‘income is income is income’
and should be taxed. The concept can
be seen in such influential reports
around that time as Asprey (1975) and
Campbell (1981).
Consistent with this concept,
contributions to superannuation,
and the income earned on those
contributions, should both be included
in individuals’ taxable incomes and
taxed at the relevant marginal rate;
the resulting balances should then
be tax free. Compared to this ‘TTE’
benchmark, we calculated the tax
expenditure in 1981-82 at around $2
billion. This same concept now forms
the basis of the Treasury’s current
estimate of around $30 billion.
When the Hawke Government
reviewed retirement income policies
on taking office in 1983, Treasury’s
starting point was to suggest
reducing tax expenditures by taxing
contributions and fund earnings (as
well as tightening the then income test
on age pensions). By then I had joined
Finance and its brilliant Secretary, Ian
Castles, who questioned the wisdom
of pursuing the comprehensive income
tax concept for retirement savings.
Castles highlighted the strong
disincentive to save that a TTE regime
would impose and recommended
instead that contributions and fund
earnings be exempt and benefits
be taxed in full. This ‘EET’ - or
‘comprehensive expenditure tax’ –

approach is now widely acknowledged
internationally as the ideal,
encouraging people to spread their
lifetime earnings and consumption.
Castles was keen to shift the debate to
focus on ensuring superannuation was
used for genuine retirement purposes
and promoted benefits in the form
of pensions or annuities rather than
lump sums, firstly by removing the
then tax concession on lump sums
(we calculated tax rates that would be
equivalent to the tax on an annuity)
and secondly by issuing indexed bonds
to allow the market to trade the risk of
inflation and offer indexed annuities
as were commonly available in the
public sector’s then unfunded schemes.
Despite strong Treasury opposition,
the Government accepted both
Finance proposals.
With the welcome advent of
compulsory superannuation under
the Hawke/Keating Government,
initially through the Accord with the
ACTU and later through legislation,
Keating took advantage of the shift to
funded superannuation with its actual
contributions and earnings, imposing
a 15% up-front tax, but allowing these
to offset future tax liabilities when
benefits were paid. It was a quick
revenue grab aimed to meet shortterm budgetary pressures. The Keating
regime might be described as ‘ttt’
rather than EET or TTE, the taxes at
each stage being less than a full income
tax might involve. Costello took a big
step further away from the expenditure
tax approach exempting all benefits
from taxed contributions (‘ttE’). This
retained nearly all the short-term
revenues Keating grabbed but added
to future revenue problems as the
superannuation system matures and
our population ages.
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Beware Simplistic Attacks On Tax Expenditures
After more than twenty years of taxing
contributions and earnings, it is now
too hard to go back to EET. Apart from
the administrative problems (for ATO,
funds and individuals), the revenue
implications of a shift to EET would
be extremely adverse for a decade or
more.
Treasury continues to present
superannuation tax expenditures
against the comprehensive income
tax (TTE) benchmark, identifying a
total now in excess of $30 billion a
year. Last year, but only as a once-off,
it presented another version of the tax
expenditures against what it termed a
‘comprehensive expenditure tax’, but
based on TEE (taxing contributions
only) not EET (taxing benefits only).
This revealed around $12 billion in tax
expenditures. But the tax rate under
TEE is only equal to the rate under
EET if the tax scale is proportional not
progressive. A full tax on contributions
would be at individuals’ marginal tax
rates as they would also have other
significant taxable earnings, but a
full tax on benefits would generally
be nearer to individuals’ much lower
average tax as most would not have
substantial other taxable income
and their benefits would be lower
than their pre-retirement incomes.
This suggests that, even with the
impact of earnings on contributions,
tax expenditures based on an EET
benchmark would be lower than $12
billion, probably much lower.
Because our superannuation system is
not yet mature – with benefits still to
grow a great deal from current levels
of contributions - it is very difficult to
calculate the concessions meaningfully
against an EET benchmark, and
arguably unhelpful if we cannot move
now to an EET regime anyway.
An alternative is to try to identify
a ttE regime that might have a
similar impact to EET for most
people, and then to calculate the
additional revenues involved and the
distributional impact. Very broadly,
the Henry Report approach may come
Tax Policy Journal | Superannuation | 2016

close as it involves applying people’s
marginal tax rates to contributions less
some standard amount, which could
be similar to the average tax that would
apply to benefits under an EET regime.
With a standard offset of 20 percent
as Henry suggested, the majority of
contributors would still pay 15% tax as
most taxpayers face a marginal tax rate
of around 35%. But the contributions
tax would be higher at higher incomes
and lower at lower incomes. Henry
also suggested a lower tax on fund
earnings but applied this in both the
accumulation and pension phases.
That might also get closer to an EET
outcome.
Swan and Shorten did take a first step
in this direction by imposing a 30% tax
on contributions by those earning over
$300,000 (corresponding broadly to
their marginal tax rate less 20 percent).
Reducing the threshold for the 30% tax
to $180,000 would be consistent with
the Henry model, as would reducing
the tax on (or exempting from tax)
contributions by those earning under
$37,000. These measures would
clearly make the system fairer, but the
additional revenues involved would be
small relative to either of Treasury’s tax
expenditure estimates particularly if
the tax on earnings was reduced from
the current 15%.
Some commentators, such as the
Grattan Institute and the Labor
Opposition focus more on containing
the contributions and fund earnings
that attract the current 15% tax. These
proposals step around identifying the
benchmark tax regime and simply
try to reduce claimed excessive
concessions for high income groups.
But if EET (or the equivalent ttE) is in
fact the ideal benchmark, why deny
self-funding middle and high income
earners having it apply to them?
The Grattan Institute proposal of
a $11,000 contributions cap seems
particularly extreme. It is less than
anyone earning over $90,000 will be
compelled to contribute when the
legislated 12% mandated contributions

come into force, it is way under the
15% or more that people not eligible
for an age pension should contribute to
ensure an adequate retirement income,
and it would greatly hinder people
with interrupted careers from catching
up their superannuation savings.
Rather than the crude approach
of tough caps, the focus should be
on a tax regime that most closely
corresponds to the ideal EET
approach. Then the retirement incomes
agenda should turn to complementary
measures such as those recommended
by the Murray Report to encourage
people to take their benefits in the
form of regular and secure income
streams, to promote longer periods of
employment and saving, and to better
align superannuation and age pension
arrangements.

Superannuation Portfolio Investment
is Changing Dramatically
due to Low Yields and High Volatility –
a Trend set to Continue
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Average returns from global share
markets have been relatively modest
over the past 15 years, with big
variations in returns from year
to year. This paper examines the
likelihood of an improved risk/
return outcome for investors moving
forward.

Introduction

Advanced economy GDP growth has
been falling over the long term despite
the extensive use of monetary and
fiscal policy to try to reverse the trend.

The average superannuant’s traditional
60:40 split between growth and income
assets no longer provides a sound basis
to achieve their goals. Interest rates at
near zero have forced investors out of
conservative government bonds into
higher risk, lower grade investments to
gain income, while share markets have

The desire of retirees or near retirees
to, on the one hand, preserve
capital, while on the other grow
their superannuation by enough to
fund healthy drawdowns, is being
compromised by monetary authorities.

become seemingly overvalued and
extremely volatile.
We examine the reasons markets are
in their current situation and what
superannuation investors can do to
make the best of the situation.
GDP Growth has been Falling for
30 Years
Advanced economy GDP growth has
been falling over the long term despite
the extensive use of monetary and
fiscal policy to try to reverse the trend.

Figure 1 - GDP Growth In The Us Has Fallen Despite Lower Interest Rates
US GDP YOY 10YR AVERAGE
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The only good news from this scenario
is that the excess liquidity created
has flowed into financial markets,
pushing up stock market and property
valuations and, therefore, wealth
(albeit mostly for the already wealthy).
The bad news is that this wealth has
not induced consumers to spend or
corporates to invest and so economic
activity has moderated.

It has become a bit like “groundhog
day”, with recessions in 1990, 2000
and 2008 being met with increasingly
massive injections of liquidity,
lower interest rates, big increases in
government spending (US government
Debt/GDP av. 34% 1970s, now 100%
2016), and slower economic recoveries.
The average amount of debt in the
global economy it takes to produce
each unit of GDP growth has risen
sharply (credit intensity). Each period
has started from a higher debt base
than the previous one and has required
ever lower interest rates for consumers
to be able to repay the debt.

At the present time, global liquidity
is rising and the stock market has
fallen as shown in Figure 2. Based on
the close correlation between market
valuations and excess liquidity, the
stock market should rise in the short
term.

With financial markets rising and
economic growth stalling, the US stock
market is now valued at 1.7x nominal
GDP (the record being 1.8x in the
technology boom of 1999) after largely
being valued at less than nominal GDP
in the period prior to the 1990s. So,
it would appear that unless economic
growth rises over the medium term,
or financial markets no longer need a
strong economic base to derive profits,
investment returns will be limited in
the medium term.

Figure 2 - Global Stock Market Valuations Have Followed Excess Liquidity
GLOBAL PE’S & EXCESS LIQUIDITY
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Figure 3 - The US Stock Market is at Near Record Levels Relative to the Economy
US TOBIN Q RATIO & MARKET VALUE TO GDP RATIO
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The Important Questions
Is: Why Hasn’t Economic
Growth Responded to
Increased Stimulus?
Real wages in the western world
are where they were 30 years ago.
Worse, since 2000 US Real Household
Income has declined by 7.3%. Since
households spend around 90% of any
increase in their income, it stands to
reason that their expenditure would
be held back if household income
declined.
The global shift in production facilities
to emerging markets from the 1990s
onwards allowed consumers to buy
more goods with their diminishing
income. They didn’t notice they were
actually earning less in real terms.
So long as manufacturing workers
in China were prepared to work for
considerably less than their Western
counterparts, the latter could sip lattés
and enjoy a good standard of living
since goods from China were so cheap.
This all changed in the lead up to
2008 with import prices increasing
(along with Chinese wages) and
western wages stalling. The Western
consumers simply couldn’t afford
to buy the same amount of goods

so they borrowed extensively and a
global recession was born. Given the
large amount of outstanding debt,
this has been a slowdown that has not
responded to the usual remedies –
incomes simply won’t go up.

China has Over-invested
in Productive Capacity,
Output is Dropping and
Productivity is Actually
Falling.

To understand why real (and, lately,
absolute) incomes have fallen over
time, think about a theoretical
company that uses capital and labour
as inputs to produce output. If
the application of the same inputs
produces rising output each year
(ceteris paribus), then productivity has
risen (and profits). However, if output
falls, profits will fall unless either the
price of the goods goes up or the cost
of the inputs declines.

The decline in Chinese productivity
has now lasted longer than for the
Asian crisis and the 2008 global
collapse combined. The decline in
Western demand for the exports of
emerging markets has seen a massive
drop in production growth against a
background of huge over-capacity.

In the case of advanced economies
productivity growth has been very low,
currently zero, so the prices of capital
(interest rates) and labour (real wages)
have had to fall accordingly. The wage
share of a moderately growing global
economy has fallen over time, while
the corporate share has risen resulting
in higher profit margins. The long term
problem is that Western consumers
simply can’t buy as much anymore on
lower wages and interest rates can’t fall
any more, although some countries are
flirting with negative rates.

Chinese investment growth, which
was responsible for 9% of world GDP
in 2015, has halved over the past few
years and will decline again in 2016. In
2015 5 million fewer people migrated
from rural areas to the city than in
the previous year – the first time in 30
years that a decline has been registered.
It has reached the point (Lewis
Turning Point2) where every person
leaving Chinese rural areas is taking
away more productivity from there
than they are adding in the city.

Figure 4 - Chinese Productivity is in Decline, Leaving World Productivity and Growth Stagnating
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So, it would appear productivity needs
to increase so growth can increase and
profits can be maintained. This can
probably only happen in one of the
following ways:
• The world can stop fighting the
slowdown and allow a recession
to develop where non-productive
companies fail. This would see
average productivity rise and
capital being re-directed where
it will do the most good – this
is unlikely to be considered a
viable policy option by most
governments.
• A new discovery suddenly
increases productivity and growth
(long term).
• Lastly, companies start increasing
their efficiency allowing wages and
demand to rise, or a combination
of all the above.

Why Companies are not
Investing in Efficiency
Most people (including central banks)
would have expected corporate
investment to increase as a result of
lower interest rates and higher margins
(lower wages). However, the share
of corporate profits being spend on
investment in plant and equipment has
fallen dramatically since the late 1990s,
and particularly since 2008.
This has led to an aging of corporate
balance sheet assets, thereby freeing
up cash flow that would have been
spend on new equipment to pay higher
dividends and fund buybacks. This has
reduced the underlying value of many
companies, even if their share price
doesn’t yet reflect it – a situation that
should be noted by income seeking

investors in high payout ratio stocks.
Inefficient companies don’t perform in
the long term and their dividends can
decline sharply.
Not only is investment not keeping
pace with profit growth, but corporate
debt/equity ratios have risen
substantially. Obviously this rising
debt burden is not being used to fund
future productivity and profits, but
instead seems to be used for buybacks,
mergers and acquisitions, and
dividends.

Figure 5 - US Investment as a Share of Corporate Profits is in Decline
CORPORATE PROFITS VS NONRESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT
Corporate profits have been making up a larger share of gross domestic income but private investment has not grown accordingly
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The buyback phenomenon is an
unusual one at this stage of the cycle,
with valuations relatively high. James
Tobin4 (Tobin Q Ratio Figure 3)
theorised that when the share market
puts a greater valuation on a company’s
assets than the replacement value,
corporates should issue shares and
raise equity capital. Since equity
capital does not have to be paid back,
companies are more likely to take a
risk on new technology, etc.
However, in the current cycle not only
are companies not issuing shares, but
they are buying their shares back from
the market in massive amounts.
Wicksell5 theorised that when interest
rates are set too low (as is obviously
the case at the moment) corporates
and investors borrow money but
do not invest in new technology or
companies. Instead, they invest in
existing assets with a known return
and simply gear up on the margin
between the return on the assets and
the borrowing rate.
There are many examples of this
tactic in financial markets at the
moment. Buybacks are, of course, a
major example boosting corporate
profitability whereby the shares being
bought back have a higher yield than
the borrowing rate, while profits are
divided by less shares on issue to give
a boost to EPS. Booming mergers
and acquisitions are another example
where existing assets are combined
without actually creating anything new.
Therefore, so long as interest rates are
low enough companies are unlikely
to invest in productivity enhancing
technology to any great extent, and
they will always go for the lower risk
alternative. This is, of course, so long
as the gap between existing returns and
funding costs stays open.

Corporate Spreads are
Rising as Increased Debt
and Falling Profit Growth
Makes Corporates More
Risky.
Currently both the Bank of Japan
(BOJ) and the European Central Bank
(ECB) are having one last shot at more
quantitative easing, although given its
record to date, nobody can quite work
out why.

Despite their efforts to push interest
rates down, corporate borrowing costs
are rising to quite critical levels at the
moment. The gap that has allowed
debt funded buybacks etc. is closing,
which may adversely affect the future
profits of many (inefficient) companies.
In fact, should this trend continue
much longer, companies may have to
issue shares and raise capital to pay off
debt, further diluting EPS in the short
term.

Figure 6 - US Corporate Debt is Rising to Dangerous Levels Again
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Figure 7 - The Buyback Gap is Closing for Many Firms
US HIGH YIELD SPREADS & DEFAULT RATES
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In the long run, however, it may
increase investment in productive
assets and encourage the formation of
new innovative companies which can
lift productivity in leading economies.
This always happens eventually,
although it would seem likely that
more volatility in markets should be
planned for by investors in the short to
medium term.

China, the Big Swing
Factor for Global Growth
and Financial Markets
Stagnant GDP growth in advanced
economies over the past five years is
highlighted by the fact that China’s
rate of investment growth has fallen
by two-thirds since 2008, yet has still
risen relative to world GDP over the
same period.
The impact of the initial excess
Chinese investment was very
significant between 2008 and 2010,

while the subsequent sharp and
continuing decline will be significant
since it represented 9% of world GDP
in 2015. Its effect on commodity
producing countries has been even
greater, given the consequent lack of
demand for hard commodities.
However, an even bigger impact is
probably still to come. This overinvestment was financed with debt,
and the assets it financed are not
generating enough cash flow to service
loans.

Figure 8 - China’s Investment Growth is Falling Rapidly and is a Drag on Global GDG
CHINA INVESTMENT AS % GLOBAL GDP & CHINA INVESTMENT GROWTH
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Figure 9 - China’s Credit Intensity has risen to around six times GDP in 2016
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As a consequence, rapidly increasing
injections of credit are not producing
growth since 40-50% is being diverted
into rescuing indebted companies
from bankruptcy. These companies
are inefficient (Chart 4) and simply left
over from the previous investment and
export-led phase of China’s economic
development. China’s industrial
production growth has fallen from
over 20% p.a. in 2010/11, to under 6%
p.a. now.
Emerging market profit margins have
plunged by 40% since 2008 creating
huge corporate cash flow problems,
which are being met by dumping
goods on world markets at less than
cost just to meet debt repayments.
This isn’t working, with Chinese banks
capitalising repayments as they are not
being met by borrowers.
World traded goods prices are actually
falling, while world non-traded goods
prices are rising. This encouraged the
expansion of employment in services,
construction, accommodation, etc.
which have very low productivity
growth and income.

Chinese banks are understating their
bad debt situation through the use of
trust structures. This is a means by
which banks can push bad loans off
balance sheets. They do not have to
report failed loans in these trusts and
reserve requirements are lower than
for normal on balance sheet loans. It
is interesting to note that for some of
China’s top banks there are probably
more trusts than normal loans so
anything is possible as far as the reality
of the bad debt situation.
The other avenue by which liquidity is
being diverted away from the Chinese
economy is via the massive investment
flows out of China into overseas
financial and property markets. This is
supporting global markets in the short
term, but is causing a steady depletion
of China’s reserves. Should this
continue at the current rate, China will
run out of F/X reserves in 2016.
The options for stopping this outflow
would appear to be:
1. Increase interest rates to a level
that stops outflows but causes a
recession;

2. Make it against the law to send
money overseas and arrest people
who transgress. Unfortunately,
Chinese investors would divert
funds into domestic property,
gold and would probably buy
goods. This would cause massive
inflation, which China would
attempt to export to the world
(bond market negative).
3. Allow the currency to decline
until it is no longer profitable to
invest in overseas currencies (and,
therefore, markets).
The People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
is now undertaking a bailout of their
financial system, with interest rates
falling and explosive credit. M2
(money supply) is around 10 times
GDP, or way above where it should
be under normal circumstances. A
similar bailout by the US Federal
Reserve in 2009/10 resulted in a 15%
drop in the $US. Even a 10% drop in
the Renminbi (although managed in
smaller doses) would make Chinese
exports cheaper. This would place
enormous pressure on European and
US competitors already experiencing

Figure 10 - E merging Market Profit Margins have plunged, with pressure
now being applied to Advanced Market Margins
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rising inventories and downward
revision of earnings. A fall in the $US
would put more pressure on China to
devalue.
In fact, global EPS revisions shown
below are almost two standard
deviations below average and in line
with the 2008/09 recession.

Maslow6 theorised that as emerging
economies go through rising levels
of GDP per capita (or income levels),
consumer demand changes and growth
slows.

economies, equates to growth of
between 5%-6% p.a. in the medium
term. The current excess debt levels
and negative productivity growth
should see GDP decline to around
2%-3% p.a. before recovering. China’s
newly developing consumer economy
will be a big market for global multinationals in the long term. However,
considerable volatility can be expected
in global financial markets as
economies adjust to the new dynamics.

China is now progressing through
GDP/capita levels that, on the past
experience of other emerging

Figure 11 - Any Decline in the Chinese Currency would leave Global
Companies Vulnerable to Earnings Pressure

Share Market Returns
in the next 10 Years
may be Similar to those
Experienced in the Past
15 years – Relatively
Moderate with Huge
Volatility
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Figure 12 - 10 Year Returns are Improved by Lower P/E’s at the StartMargins
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Figure 12 shows that entering any
10-year period on a Schiller P/E of
22x or above has a dramatic effect on
lowering subsequent returns in the
US stock market, e.g. you buy at a
higher valuation and you make lower
returns. The red bars show the range
of subsequent 10-year returns that
follow a Schiller P/E range of 22x –
26x at the start of the period (across
the horizontal axis). The percentage
change of achieving these returns is
shown on the vertical axis. There is
only a 44% chance of a positive real
return (and obviously a 56% chance
of a negative real return). Overall,
returns from high valuations average
around a third of returns from all other
(lower) starting valuations.
The blue bars are the returns from all
other (lower) P/E’s at the start of the
period. The distribution of returns is
much broader, with an average 6% real
return and an 88% chance of a positive
real return over the period. After all,
you take extra risk investing in the
share market, so you expect a healthy
real return over the long term.

Conclusion
Superannuation investors are currently
facing a tough task trying to balance
their objectives of capital preservation
versus the need to produce enough
growth to fund regular drawdowns.
The very low interest rates (in some
cases negative rates) currently on
offer in government bonds around
the world have forced superannuation
trustees to seek higher yields in higher
risk corporate and emerging market
debt. The use of bond funds has
sometimes meant some trustees are
not fully aware of the risks they are
currently taking to gain higher yields.
Share market investment, which
usually makes up the bulk of the
growth component of a balanced
portfolio, has been used heavily by
many trustees to seek higher payout,
higher dividend companies to make
up for a lack of income from bonds.

The fall from grace of banking stocks
around the world over the past year
has shown that increasing risk to gain
income is not always a wise strategy
in a superannuation portfolio. In
fact, based on current valuations,
share market returns are likely to be
moderate over the next decade, with
continuing volatility a normal feature
of returns.
Some of this volatility is most likely
to be provided by China, with excess
liquidity from their current rescue
of their banking system leading to
a flight of capital out of China. A
continuation of the current trend will
see a devaluation of the Renminbi in
2016, lower global traded goods prices,
and falling global profits (and share
markets).
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Thus, superannuation portfolio
investment has changed dramatically
over the past ten years as volatility in
returns has become more prevalent.
The rise of long/short equity
investment (as against traditional long
only investment) has reduced equity
market risk dramatically in portfolios
(through making money on the
downside) and replaced it with stock
specific risk.
Trustees have access to products that
simply short the market (to protect
portfolios against market declines)
as well as a range of hedge funds
operating across a multitude of
markets. Trustees also have access
to soft commodity markets, hard
commodities, global infra-structure,
private equity, property, agricultural
land funds, etc. most strategies are
available in both listed and unlisted
forms.
So, superannuation fund investment
has really changed from the traditional
60:40 balanced portfolios of a decade
ago, and the means are available to
smooth out returns in volatile markets
and provide enough growth for
drawdowns.
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Compendium of Taxes in Australia's
Federal System of Government
Terry Ryan
Terry Ryan is a former vice president of the Taxpayers Association of New South
Wales. He is an independent economic consultant who has extensive experience
in policy and economic analysis. He has published on the economics of industry
assistance, taxation arrangements, biosecurity and analyses of regulatory schemes.
The Compendium of Taxes outlines
the scope and level of the taxation
arrangements by the Commonwealth,
State and Territory Governments.
These taxation arrangements are
presented on a consistent basis using
the standards of the Australian Bureau
of Statistics. State and Territory
Governments normally do not present
their Budget Papers on this consistent
basis.
The variations in estimates in deriving
forecast future taxation revenues are
quite significant even over relatively
short periods. The Commonwealth
Government estimates of Tax
Expenditures from their tax
concessions are examined for their
variability especially over the short
term. This variability has impacts
on the expected level of future taxes
and the consequent overall budget
positions.
State and Territory Government
funding and financing of their
emergency services has taken different
paths in the different jurisdictions. This

provides a set of natural experiments
in governments trying to find the
most efficient arrangements for their
operation.

Commonwealth
Government taxes
The major groups of taxes collected,
and forecast to be collected, by
the Commonwealth Government
out to 2018-19 are provided the in
Table 1. A growing economy from
population growth and productivity
improvements with bracket creep in
income tax rates provides the basis for
the major expansion in the total tax
collections.
The expected percentage rate of annual
increase in collections for the different
taxation categories is presented in
Figure 1. There is variation amongst
the different taxation categories
with superannuation tax expected to
increase significantly next financial
year but the rate of increase to decline
in following years.

The total taxation revenues are forecast
to increase at a rate of 6.7% per year
between 2013 – 14 and 2018 – 19.
Company tax collected, the second
largest source of taxation revenue, is
forecast to increase by only 5.6% per
year over the same period. The impact
of bracket creep on taxation revenues
collected from individuals is shown
through the rate of increase being 8.7%
per year over the period.
The proportion of taxation revenues
collected from individuals is forecast
to rise from 48.3% in 2013 – 14 to
51.9% in 2018 – 19.Also indicating the
impacts of bracket creep the rates of
increase in taxation revenues in most
categories and for total taxes collected
are expected to increase at greater
rates than forecast GDP growth rates
for Australia over the same period.
The total tax take on businesses and
the community will be rising over the
forecast period.

Table 1: Summary of Commonwealth Government Taxes; Budget 2015-16 ($m)
2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Total individuals tax

163,592

176,600

176,600

203,100

217,600

234,800

Company tax

67,273

68,000

68,200

73,800

80,200

86,200

Superannuation tax

6,101

6,140

9,080

10,530

11,210

11,760

GST

51,394

54,285

57,316

61,231

64,803

68,520

Excise and customs duty

35,321

33,800

34,300

35,710

36,980

38,830

Other

14,687

12,627

11,644

12,051

11,969

12,359

Total Taxation

338,368

351,452

370,140

396,422

422,762

452,469
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Figure 1: Forecast changes in tax collections by category compared to 2015-16
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Commonwealth Budget
taxation measures
There were a limited number of direct
taxation measures introduced in 2015,
of which the centrepiece was a package
providing taxation concessions to
small businesses.
The package comprised:
• an immediate deduction on any
asset costing less than $20,000
bought between Budget night and
30 June 2017
• a 1.5 percentage point cut in
their company tax rate for small
businesses
• a 5 per cent tax discount of
up to $1,000 per annum for
unincorporated small businesses .

SUPERANNUATION
TAX

GST

EXCISE AND
CUSTOMS
DUTY

OTHER

TOTAL
TAXATION

2018-19

Other significant changes to taxation
arrangements included:
• applying the GST to digital
products and services imported by
consumers from 1 July 2017.
• salary packaged ‘meal
entertainment’ benefits in the notfor-profit sector, are to be limited
to a cap of $5,000
• ‘fly-in-fly-out’ and ‘drive-in-driveout’ workers will have greater
restrictions on eligibility for
claiming zone income taxation
allowances.
The problems of forecasting future
economic trends and consequent
taxation revenues are clearly
demonstrated in the changes in
taxation revenues by category from
the Tax Expenditures Statement. Table

provides examples of forecast levels of
the cost of tax expenditures in a variety
of categories for the financial year
2015 – 16. The three different estimates
are in a one year period and as can
be noted there are very significant
changes in the expected revenue losses,
or gains in the case of customs duty.
Treasury have made the comments
that they assume “taxpayer behaviour
is the same in each circumstance” and
“estimates from different editions of
the TES are generally not comparable
because benchmarks may have
changed.”
This example provides information
on the uncertainties built into Budget
estimates.
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State and Territory Taxes

The expected relative growth rates
in taxation revenues between the
different jurisdictions out to 2018-19
are provided in Figure 3. As can be
noted there is a significant variation
between the different jurisdictions
and the forecast change and
Commonwealth taxation revenues was
put in as a comparison and it exceeds
the most optimistic forecasts of any
jurisdiction. The proportion of total
taxation revenues collected by the
Commonwealth Government in our
Federal structure will be increasing out
to 2018 – 19, worsening the already
existing Vertical Fiscal Imbalance
between The Commonwealth
Government and the state and
territory governments.

State and Territory governments have
limited numbers of taxation measures
that can deliver relatively consistent
strong streams of revenue. They are
therefore dependent upon a wide range
of taxation powers as shown in Table 3
for the estimated budget revenues for
Financial Year 2015 – 16.
The composition of the relative
importance of different taxes by the
different jurisdictions is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Table 2: Estimates of Tax Expenditures by selected categories for 2015-16 ($M)
2014-15 TES

2015-16
Budget

2015-16 TES

Capital gains tax main residence
exemption — discount
component

25,500

25,500

30,000

Capital gains tax main residence
exemption

20,500

20,500

24,500

GST — Food

6,400

6,700

6,800

Capital gains tax discount for
individuals and trusts

5,800

6,150

6,150

GST — Education

3,950

4,300

4,200

Concessional taxation of nonsuperannuation termination
benefits

2,700

1,950

2,050

Customs duty

-2,550

-1,490

-1,950

Table 3: State and Territory Taxation Revenues: 2015-16 ($M)
NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

ACT

NT

Payroll taxes

7854

5407

3955

3997

1184

321

402

284

Stamp duties on
conveyances

7841

5028

3009

1732

910

181

229

151

Land taxes

3529

2669

1477

1400

838

151

195

0

Motor vehicle taxes

3126

2202

2149

1337

618

169

151

72

Taxes on insurance

1128

1156

882

660

441

86

34

45

Taxes on gambling

2245

1861

1123

289

408

96

52

77

Other taxes

2131

299

331

339

143

23

5

1

TOTAL

27855

19024

12926

9754

4543

1027

1072

630
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Figure 2: Comparison distribution of State and Territory Taxation Revenues
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Taxation arrangements
for Fire, Emergency
Services and Ambulances
in the States and
Territories
The states and territories have full
responsibility for the provision of fire,
emergency services and ambulance
services and also for organising their
funding. They have taken a variety

SA

TAS

ACT

NT

Taxes on insurance
Taxes on gambling
Other taxes

of paths in achieving the appropriate
financing for these activities through
direct and indirect charging or levying
taxes.
Though adopting different rates,
thresholds and concessions to poorer
citizens there is a general movement
to relating the costs of risks and
the benefits received through their
charging mechanisms. There is a
degree of experimentation and change

in the approaches being adopted.
There is also the advantage that the
levels of charges and types of charges
can do more related to the specific
circumstances such as the costs
and degrees of risk in the different
locations of Australia.

Figure 3: Forecast taxation increases: 2015-16 to 2018-19
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Funding, taxing and
charging for fire and
emergency services
Previously, most state governments
have funded their fire and emergency
services through taxes on insurance.
There has been a consistent movement
away from relying on this source of
taxation revenue to a greater emphasis
on taxing property, primarily land and
buildings but not exclusively.
A summary of the different funding
sources by jurisdiction is provided in
Table 4.
NSW still impose taxes on insurance
policies to fund their fire and
emergency services. NSW also uses
property taxes collected through local
government rates.
Victoria has recently scrapped its
stamp duty on insurance policies and
move to a property based system.
Queensland imposes a property
levy to fund its fire and emergency
services including for accidents. Local
governments have the discretion to
impose their own levy on rates to fund
Rural Fire Services.
Western Australia imposes a levy on
property for its fire and emergency
services which is collected through
local governments.

South Australia imposes a levy on both
fixed property (land and buildings)
and on mobile property or motor
vehicles for its funding at the time of
registration of vehicles.
According to the South Australian
Government:
"Motor vehicle owners pay a
levy because around 25% of all
emergency service call-outs involve
road accidents or related activity."
The ACT government imposes a fixed
rate charge on residential and rural
properties and progressive rates on
commercial properties.
Tasmania provides a mix of taxation
points through stamp duties on
insurance, taxes on property through
councils and on motor vehicle
registration.
The Northern Territory government
imposes no special levies or taxes for
funding fire and emergency services.
The South Australian Government has
noted that "The Emergency Services
Levy (on fixed property) is a complex
tax with differential rates of levy
on land use types and regions. The
motivation for the differential levy
rates lies in a desire to achieve some
alignment with relative risk of property
types, the value of the service provided
(related to property value) and regional
variation in service levels."

Table 4: Funding sources for Fire and Emergency Services
NSW

Stamp Duty on Insurance/Local government rates

VIC

Property

QLD

Property

WA

Property

SA

Property/Motor vehicle registration

TAS

Stamp Duty on Insurance /Property/ Motor vehicle registration

ACT

Property/ Motor vehicle registration

NT

Not applicable
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The great advantage of this method
of funding is that it is relating the
costs of providing these governmental
services to the risks imposed and
benefits received by citizens and
landholders. This is much more
efficient than a blunt taxation measure
through insurance policies which can
be avoided through non-insurance
or underinsurance with consequent
higher costs to the community.
South Australia is at the forefront of
linking contributions with the costs
imposed by different risk categories
and their extension of the Emergency
Services Levy to motor vehicles there
is another example of their consistent
logical approach.
There is a general tendency to improve
the efficiency of funding by state and
territory governments through this
change in types of levies and taxes.

The Provision and
Funding Of Ambulance
Services
The funding of ambulance services
shows much less experimentation
and attempts to match risks with
contributions for the provision of these
services.
As demonstrated in Table 5, all
ambulance services attempt to ensure
that they are funded through voluntary
insurance coverage. The two notable
exceptions are Queensland and
Tasmania which fund their ambulance

Compendium of Taxes in Australia's Federal System of Government
services out of Consolidated Revenue
but only for local residents of their
states. Visitors to those states require
private insurance and Queenslanders
visiting other states also require private
insurance.
Ambulance services in all states
require significant government
funding for concession card holders
and the inability of certain uninsured
is to be able to pay the ambulance fees.
South Australia is attempting to
match certain risks, such as from
motor vehicle accidents requiring
ambulance services, by using the Fire
and Emergency Services Levy imposed
on motor vehicle registrations to also
cover some of the ambulance costs.
The ACT government is implementing
a variety of additional taxes and
charges to fund its ambulance services.
The ACT is also using part of
the revenue from their FESL on
fixed property to provide funds to
ambulance services. This is not a
revenue source directly linked to the
risks and likely usage of ambulance
services unlike the South Australian
model.
The ACT also imposes an Ambulance
Levy on private health insurance
funds. Again this revenue source is not
well linked to the potential costs and
could act as a disincentive for people

willing to buy private health insurance
where a component of the insurance
policy would include ambulance
coverage.

The experimentation of the different
approaches provide benchmarks for
comparison on efficiency and equity
between the different jurisdictions.

Another charge imposed by the
ACT is a Road Rescue Fee which is
incorporated into the registration costs
of motor vehicles in that territory. Like
the South Australian model it is more
directly charging those likely to be
users of these ambulance services.

As noted there has been a move away
from the reliance on indirect funding
methods such as through stamp
duties on insurance policies, with the
consequent efficiency and coverage
problems, to methods of more directly
charging consumers and landholders
for the potential benefits that they
receive.

There are difficulties in providing
an appropriate funding model for
ambulance services. There has been
some experimentation with, for
example, the Queensland Government
funding its ambulance scheme with
a levy, a levy added to all customers
of electricity retailers in Queensland.
This scheme was abolished in 2011
and its efficiency effects were likely to
be negligible as there is no apparent
correlation between electricity
consumers on the electricity grid and
users of ambulance services

South Australia is setting new
standards which are being copied
in various forms by the other
jurisdictions. This experimentation
and competition is providing a model
for what can be achieved in our
Federal structure of government.

The future of funding
emergency services
The fiscal pressures on the states
and territories have forced them to
consider all methods of funding their
services efficiently whilst addressing
the problems created by political
winners and losers in their electorates.

Table 5: Funding Sources for Ambulance Services
NSW

Private insurance

VIC

Private insurance

QLD

Free to residents funded from Consolidated Revenue

WA

Private insurance

SA

Private insurance/Motor vehicle registration

TAS

Free to residents funded from Consolidated Revenue

ACT

Private insurance/Levy on Health Insurance/ Motor vehicle
registration

NT

Private insurance
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